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Abstract

A research program both for heating reactor and for heating reactor
thermal-hydraulics has been carried out since the middle of 80th of this
century at the Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) of
Tsinghua University in China. This kind of heating reactor is an
integral type light water natural circulation cooling reactor operating at
low system pressure and low core exit quality. Because of its relatively
long riser and low system pressure, a small change of the quality at the
exit of the core will lead to a relatively large variation of void fraction
in the riser. This characteristics is different from the typical PWR and
BWR. A series of thermal-hydraulics experimental research had been
performed at INET in two full scale test loops, HRTL-5 and HRTL-
200, respectively simulating the HR-5 and HR-200 heating reactors on
geometry and operation parameters. Some experimental results from
the HRTL-200 test facility are presented in this report in order to
supply the reference basis for the development of analysis model. The
homogeneous equilibrium two phase flow model and the drift flux
model relations are employed to describe the flow in the test loop
HRTL-200. The frequency domain linear stability analysis program
LINTAB based on the homogeneous equilibrium flow model
supplemented with drift-flux model is developed and used to analyze
the flow instability in the loop. Analysis results using LINTAB
showed good agreement with the test results.

Key Words: Natural circulation, Two phase flow, Density wave
instability, Low quality
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1. Introduction

Self-sustained thermal-hydraulic instabilities may occur under certain operation
conditions in two phase flow systems and components, such as boiler, steam generator,
nuclear reactor, and some chemical facilities. Flow instabilities are undesirable since
they may lead to many problems such as mechanical vibration, crisis of local heat
transfer, and unordinary void reactivity feedback in nuclear reactors.

A slightly boiling integral-type natural circulation reactor, whose schematic diagram
is shown in Fig. 1-1, is expected to be one of the advanced designs for nuclear heating
reactor. A testing 5MW heating reactor was built at the Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology (INET) in 1990 and has been operated successfully up to date. Another
commercial heating reactor, HR-2001'1, with the same design concept as this testing
5MW heating reactor will be built in northeast China in the near future.

1-Core
4-Heat exchanger
7-Secondary loop

2-Riser
5-Downcomef
8-Pressurizer

3-Condensor
6-Vessel

Fig. 1-1 Schematic diagram of 200MW heating reactor



In order to enhance the natural circulation capability of the heating reactor and to
remove as much heat as possible from the core, the coolant water of the heating reactor
is heated to the slightly above the boiling condition at the exit of the core, in addition, a
relatively long riser above the core is also been used. Because the coolant water
circulates naturally with relatively low system pressure P (less than 2.5MPa), and low
quality Xe at the exit of the core (less than 1%), a small perturbation of the quality at the
exit of the reactor core will result in a relatively large change of the void fraction in the
riser, so do the natural circulation driving force and the mass flow rate. Under certain
operation conditions the two-phase flow instability may be excited.

So far, a number of thermal-hydraulic instabilities have been distinguished in two
phase flow systems'21, but density wave oscillation is still the most concerned instability.
A lot of investigation has been carried out both in experiment field and in analysis
model development over the past several decades for the two phase flow instability not
only in forced flow condition but also in a natural circulation condition.

In the early phase study of natural circulation instability, most of research works
were concentrated on the high quality region with the development of BWR. JainP1

investigated the self-sustained hydraulic oscillation in a natural circulation two phase
flow boiling loop in 1965. Although he did not give the quality range, The estimated
quality on several test operation points showed that all quality values were over 10%.

After 70* of this century, especially after the Three Mile Island incidence, more
attention has been paid on natural circulation problems because of its passive energy
transport characteristics, including the scaling criteria and flow instability study.

Many other researchers also have studied the natural circulation two phase flow
instability from the different sides, e.g., Lee and Ishii's study'41 was focused on the flow
instability during the hypothetical small LOCA. Their test coolant was foren-113.
Krishnan et al. '5' investigated the flow instability in horizontal heating section. Dimmick and
Chatoogoon'61 studied the two phase flow instability in a pool type reactor simulating
loop, the pressure is almost equal to atmospheric pressure. Lee and Lee'71 studied the
flow instability in an open natural circulation loop at atmospheric pressure. Wang et. al.
analytically studied the thermal instability in a two phase flow natural circulation loop'81.
However, although they claimed that they studied the low and high quality two phase
flow instability, they did not have the test data to prove their analysis.

In addition, some two phase flow instability analysis computer programs have been
developed in last decades, e.g., NUFREQ-NP'9', but generally speaking, they are
developed for analyzing the large quality two phase flow instability appeared in BWRs.

Lahey and Podowaski '10! has summarized and presented a linear frequency domain
instability analysis method, which was also suitable for natural circulation, but their
analysis did not focus on the small quality two phase flow instability region.

The Fig. 1-2, initially given by Ishii and Zuber[ll!, conceptually reflects the position
of the most concerned two phase flow density wave instability region in subcooling
number Nsub and phase change number NpCk plane. Because the quality Xe in this
region is generally larger than 10% the study on two phase flow instability in this region
is important for BWR, and, in fact, almost all of two phase density wave instability
study focused on this region during the past several decades.

Although many researchers had recognized that a two phase system will meet an



unstable region when it was started up, most of them considered this from the different
inlet subcoolings. Fukuda and Kobori'12' showed that there was a low quality flow
instability region in natural circulation loop except for the above mentioned high quality
flow instability region.
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Fig. 1-2 Stability map proposed by Ishii and Zuber

With the development of the heating reactor, the special reactor simulating thermal-
hydraulic test loops had been built up and the low quality two phase flow density-wave
instability became a research focus in China.

In order to develop the suitable analysis model and accumulate enough experimental
data for verification of the models and codes used in design and safety analysis for this
new kind of heating reactor, two full scale test loops, HRTL-5 and HRTL-200,
simulating the HR-5 and HR-200 heating reactor in geometry and operation parameters
respectively have been constructed at INET and a series of experimental investigation
has been carried out for over ten years'13'14> l5).

Wutl3] and Jia'141 experimentally investigated the low quality two phase flow
instability in natural circulation loops in detail, and their study simulated the geometry
and operation condition of the prototype nuclear heating reactors. The studied region,
region I, is qualitatively shown in Fig. 1-3, arid it is clear that this region is different
from the large quality two phase flow instability region.

Wu and Jiang's study'131 [13] were about the HRTL-5 test loop, whose pressure and
geometry were different from the HRTL-200. Su et al.'s study'1*' was carried out on a
common thermal-hydraulic test loop which did not simulate the heating reactors, its
pressure range was also smaller than the HRTL-200.

From the above reference survey it is clear that the further research in the low
quality low pressure two phase flow instability region is necessary, especially for the
investigation and development of the 200MW nuclear heating reactor.

To verify the suitability of the homogeneous equilibrium two phase flow model and
drift flux model in the analysis of the low quality two phase flow instability which may
happen in the heating reactor, a set of homogeneous equilibrium models and drift flux



models was set up for describing the HRTL-200 test loop and the flow inside the loop.
A computer code LNSTAB based on the above homogeneous equilibrium models and
drift flux models was developed in this report, and the experimental and the calculated
result comparisons for the HRTL-200 test loop were made in this report too.
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Fig. 1-3 Position of low quality density wave instability region



2. Experimental Study

200MW heating reactor will be the first commercial operation heating reactor in
China, and maybe in the world. It is also a natural circulation, integrated-type, and
passive heat-removal nuclear reactor. The designed system pressure is 2.5MPa, and the
heating power is 200MW. The length of fuel rods is 1.9m, and the length of riser is
5.0m.

1) Test Loop
In order to study the 200MW heating reactor thermal-hydraulic characteristics and

the low quality two phase flow instability, a thermalhydraulic test loop HRTL-200 was
constructed at INET, and a series of experimental investigation also had been completed
from this test loop.

The schematic diagram of primary loop of the HRTL-200 test system, simulating the
geometry and operation conditions of the HR-200 heating reactor, is shown in Fig.2-1.
The total test system consists of primary loop, secondary loop, ancillary cooling loop,
electrically heating system and measuring system. The primary loop is composed of
electrically heated test section, riser, steam separator, steam condenser, heat exchanger,
pressurizer, downcomer, valves, pump and connection tubes. The test system can be
operated in natural or forced circulation mode.

The vertical test section consists of 9 electrically heated rods with uniform power
distribution, the stone insulation layer and pressure vessel. The heated rods are made of
stainless tubes with 10.0mm OD, and arranged in 3x3 cluster with a pitch of 13.3 mm.
The heated section and the riser have the same length as ones in the prototype reactor.

The following are the main design parameters for this test loop: the maximum
system pressure 4.0MPa, the maximum heating power 400KW, the maximum
temperature over 250 °C, the range of inlet subcooling 5~80'C, the range of inlet
resistance coefficient 10-200.

Same as in heating reactor, de-mineralized water is used as working fluid. The
coolant water enters the heated section with the required subcooling and is heated to the
slightly above boiling condition in the heated section, then the two phase mixture flows
upright through the riser into the steam separator, the separated steam is condensed in
the condenser and then mixes with separated water, passing through the heat exchanger
and downcomer, at last, reenters the heated section.

The mass flow rate G, system pressure P, inlet and outlet temperature Tin Tex of the
heated section, heating power W, and many other parameters are measured and recorded
during experiments. The steam quality is calculated from the heat balance, and the void
fraction is obtained from the measurement result of pressure difference.

The flow instability was judged based on the measurement result of the flow rate.



1-Heated section
2-Rise r
3 - S t e a m Separato
4-Pressur ize r
5 -S t eam Condens
6 - H e a t exchanger
7-Downcomer
8 -Pump
9-Valve
10-Ventury tube

Fig.2-1 HRTL-200 Thermal-hydraulic Test Loop Schematic Diagram
of 200MW Heating Reactor

2) Test Results
During experiments, four parameters can be varied. They are system pressure P,

heated section inlet subcooling ATsub , inlet resistance coefficient K(n, and heating
power W. When keeping P, Kin, and W constant, ATsub is adjusted from large value to



small value, the flow instability is initiated in a range of medium subcooling (see Fig.2-
2, AG and G are peak to peak value and averaged value of mass flow rate respectively).
The system was defined as unstable condition when AG IG is greater than 5%.
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Fig. 2-2 Flow rate relative amplitude versus inlet subcooling
/> = 2.5Mpa r = 1 3

Keeping P, Kjn, and ATsufr constant, the mass flow rate G of the natural circulation
will increase with increasing heating power, but the increase of flow rate is not linear.
An increase in inlet subcooling results in loop mass flow rate decrease, but the rate of
the decrease becomes lower at higher power. An increase in system pressure also results
in a loop mass flow rate decrease.
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Fig. 2-3 Mass flow rate versus quality
/>=1.5Mpa W=27

Fig.2-3 shows that if we put quality Xe as the horizontal coordinate all of the
different heating power and subcooling test data points lie almost on a same curve. The
trend of quality versus void fraction is similar to that of mass flow rate versus quality.



This certifies that the buoyancy driving force is dominant under low quality region.
An increase in heating power will result in flow instability having smaller oscillation

period, but the maximum relative amplitude of mass flow rate oscillation almost is
maintained almost constant.
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Fig. 2-4 Effect of system pressure on relative amplitude
Kin = 25 fF=131kW

An increase in system pressure will result in decrease of maximum relative
amplitude of mass flow rate(see Fig.2-4), but the oscillation period almost dose not
change (see Fig. 2-5). The pressure effect on the amplitude is more sensitive at low
pressure region, while the pressure over 3.0 MPa it becomes less sensitive(see Fig. 2-6).

12

0 1 2 3 4 5

P (Mpa)

Fig. 2-5 Oscillation period of mass flow rate versus pressure

Kin = 25 W= 131 kW ATsub = 40 "C

Keeping P and Kjn constant and varying heating power, we can see the



dependency of relative mass flow rate amplitude on Xe at the exit of heated section as
shown in Fig.2-7. This figure shows that all unstable points lie in the low quality region
where Xe is less than 1%. It reveals that, unlike in high quality unstable region, this
unstable flow region resides in low quality region. The buoyancy driving force, not the
two phase flow frictional resistance, becomes more dominant both for mass flow rate
and for unstable flow region.
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Fig. 2-6 Effect of system pressure on stability boundary
W=133kW Kb = 25

Fig. 2-8 shows the stability boundary map for this natural circulation loop with the
same system pressure as one for the prototype 200MW heating reactor.

120% OW=131kW

Fig. 2-7 Relative amplitude of mass flow rate versus quality
P = 1.5 Mpa Kin = 25

In order to display the position of the two phase flow instability region appeared in
the test, the Fig.2-8 is redrawn into the Fig. 2-9 using the phase change number NpCh



and subcooling number Nsub as the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively.
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Fig. 2-8 Stability boundary map

From the Fig.2-9 it is clearly shown that both the large subcooling side boundary
and the small subcooling side boundary of the two phase flow instability region of our
test are located near the line Xe = 0. It again proves that the flow instability region also
appeared at low quality region, which was not revealed in previous studies..
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Fig. 2-9 Position of test low quality flow instability region
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3. Theory Analysis

1) Model Development and Analysis Method

The fundamental conservation equations of mass, energy, and momentum are used
for the two phase dynamic analysis. During the last several decades, large amount of
theoretical studies on the two phase flow model development have been carried out,
considerable progress also has been achieved in this field, and various models
describing the two phase flow in various viewpoint have been set up and widely used.

But generally speaking, all of those two phase flow models can be divided into three
main kinds according to the employed assumptions, they are homogeneous equilibrium
model, two fluid model, and the middle models between the above two extreme models.

(1) Homogeneous Flow Model
As shown in the following equations (1) ~ (8), homogeneous equilibrium model

treats two phase mixture fluid as a special single field, the conservation equations is
similar to the single phase flow conservation equations, just the material property
parameters are treated differently from ones of the any single phase. It means that the
homogeneity and thermodynamic equilibrium between the vapor and the liquid phases
is present. This is just an hypothetical and simplified treatment even though it is not the
real situation in two phase flow.

Mass

Momentum

Energy

Where,

11



( 6 )

(A)

(h) = hl + (x)(hg-hl) (7)

An area average value <F> over the cross-sectional area .4 is defined as,

(8)

(2) Two Fluid Model and Drift Flux Model
Two fluid model describes the vapor phase and liquid phase separately, as given in

Equation (9) to (23). In the two fluid model, conservation equations for each phases are
considered, and the interfacial transfer of mass, energy, and momentum between two
phases is also modeled using constitution relations. Although the two fluid model is a
better model than the homogeneous equilibrium model in theory, the calculation
complexity may lead to much use difficulty.

Mass conservation Equations

Vapor phase

Liquid phase

Momentum conservation equations

Vapor phase

Liquid phase

'){{"'))l+ [PiO~(a))((ui)} -^]+£MW

A & ^12)
-"• T P T P

A + A

12



Energy conservation equations

Vapor phase

Liquid phase

or, vapor and liquid phase mixture conservation equations

Mass

05,

Momentum

dG 1 d ,G2A.
+ ( )

Energy

Where,

( 2 0 )

(*)3

2/ \2

(22)
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(23)

In order to obtain better physics than the homogeneous flow model and to avoid the
complexity of the two fluid model, other approximate models also have been developed
based on the above two models during last several decades. The drift flux model is one
of the simplified models widely used in the field of two phase flow analysis. Using the
drift flux model, the number of conservation equations are decreased in comparison
with ones of the two fluid model by considering the slip between the phases by a special
constitutive relations. The basic drift flux relation is

j - (24)

(25)

il) = GU-(X))/p, (26)

or,

(a) = {CO[1 + (/>, / AX1 - {*))/(*)] + P*"* / ( ^ J )}" 1 (27)

Introducing the above drift flux model basis relation into the two fluid model, and
considering other additional simplifying assumptions, e.g., thermodynamic equilibrium
between two phases, the basic conservation equations of drift flux model can be
obtained1'71.

The different constitutive relations can be constructed based on the experiment
and/or different assumptions, reflecting both the effect of boundary and the mutual
effect between two phases, which closes the two phase flow conservation equations.
For example, in this report the basic relations for drift flux model are117'

Co = 1 . 2 - 0 . 2 . / % (28)

voi
32.2*

0.25

(29)

Substituting the relations (28) and (29) into equation (27), the void fraction relation
which includes the slip between vapor and liquid two phases could be obtained.

The fundamental conservation equations plus the different constitutive relations will
result in simplified two phase flow models.

(3) Analysis Methods
For the two phase flow density wave instability analysis, there are two common

14



analysis methods, linear frequency domain and non-linear time domain methods.
Although the non-linear analysis method can predict the oscillation amplitude and

period of two phase flow instability in time domain, application of this method requires
extension development or use of sophisticated computer program like RELAP, TRAC
etc.. For frequency domain analysis the usually used analysis method in the study of the
two-phase flow instability is the linear analysis method, especially when the threshold
of instability is of main interest.

The following description is the main process of linear analysis method: First,
construct conservation equations and related constitutive relations; Second, linearize the
equations and constitutive relations; Third, obtain the transfer function of the system by
means of the Laplace transform technique; Last, based on the classical control theory,
analyze the stability of the system. So the most fundamental thing is to construct the
suitable equations and constitutive relations for the system which will be analyzed.

The standard homogeneous two-phase flow linear instability analysis method is the
one summarized and developed by Lahey and Podowaski'101. Using this method, a set of
conservation equations are constructed at first, then integrated along the space
coordinates. Linearizing and Laplace transforming, coupled with certain constitutive
relations makes the set of time-domain nonlinear equations into frequency-domain
linear equations. By means of the boiling boundary condition between single phase and
two phase region, the transfer function describing the dynamic characteristics of the
total system will be obtained. At last, according to the properties of roots of
characteristic equation, the system stability is studied.

2) The Basic Assumptions and Conservation Equations
In order to analyze the steady-state flow characteristics and flow instability of

HRTL-200 natural circulation test system, a simplified physical model for this test loop
is shown in Fig.3-1. In this simplified physical model whole loop is composed of three
main parts, heated section, riser and downcomer. The effect of separator, condenser,
heat exchanger, valve and connection tubes will be included to heated section inlet
effect.

The above mentioned homogeneous flow model, drift flux model basis relations,
and linear instability analysis method will be used in the following analysis.
Considering the characteristics of the HRTL-200 test loop and the treatment simplicity
we assumed that there is a one-dimension flow along the test loop. From the
homogeneous equilibrium flow models, equ. (1) to equ. (8), and based on the following
assumptions the basic conservation equations (30) to (35) can be constructed to describe
the single and two phase flow in the HRTL-200 test system.

One dimensional upflow in heated section and riser
Adiabatic two phase flow in riser
Uniform heat flux along the heated section
No subcooled boiling region in heated section
Homogeneous two phase flow
Constant system pressure
Incompressibility of both liquid and vapor phase

15



Fig. 3-1 A simplified schematic of the HRTL-200 test loop
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Based on the above homogeneous equilibrium flow model and basic drift flux
model relations (27) (28) and (29), we also can obtain the thermodynamic equilibrium
drift flux conservation equations and pressure drop calculation relations, they are similar
to the relations from the homogeneous flow model, and the main difference is void
fraction calculation relation.

(1) Single Phase Region]

Continuity

| U 0 (30)
dz

Momentum

Thermal energy

r' dt dz A

(2) Two Phase Flow Region

Continuity

dptt t 3G
oX a z

Momentum

( 3 4 )

Thermal energy

0jGh) qp

3) Steady-State Analysis
The goal of steady state analysis is to obtain the natural circulation flow rate and the

pressure drop in every component.
In order to simplify analysis, the flow region along the closed loop is divided into

two main parts, non-boiling single phase flow region and bulk boiling two phase flow
region, the subcooled boiling flow region is not considered in this model. This means
that water with a certain subcooling enters the heated section and absorbs heat in the

17



heated section, at certain position h> the subcooled water enthalpy is increased to the
saturated value and the bulk boiling starts. After passing through the riser and separator
the two phase mixture fluid becomes single phase flow again. So the two phase flow
region includes the partial heated section and the riser, the single phase flow region
includes the partial heated section and the downcomer.

The steady-state circulation flow rate of a natural circulation system can be
determined by means of balance between the sum of the every component flow pressure
drop and loop driving force. The loop driving force of natural circulation system is
produced by the fluid density gradients between the single phase region and two phase
flow region. Based on certain flow models we can calculate the pressure drops of
different components, when the driving force and the total flow resistant are balanced
the steady-state natural circulation flow is set up.

The pressure drop across every component in both the single phase region and the
two phase region can be obtained from the related integration momentum equations, the
common description of the total pressure drop for every component is,

Ap = Ap^. + &ploc + hp^ + Apa (36)

where, the terms on the right side of the equation are friction, local, gravity and
acceleration pressure drops respectively.

Based on the scale model analysis result that the effect of external loop pressure
drop on steady-state flow is appeared in a summed term'181, and considering HRTL-200
test loop design and obtained experiment results, the effect of single phase flow region
outside the heated section, including separator, condenser, heat exchanger, downcomer,
valve, and connection tube, on steady-state flow will not be described in detail by
conservation equations, its effect will be simply included in a local flow pressure drop
calculation equation. For the single phase flow and two phase flow region in heated
section, and the riser two phase flow region the conservation equations will be
constructed in order to analyze their effect. The riser is treated as adiabatic two phase
flow region.

In order to separately calculate the pressure drop in single and two phase flow region
the boiling boundary &o between the single and two phase flow region must be
determined at first.

Under steady-state condition the bulk boiling start position XQ can be calculated from
single-phase flow energy balance equation (32), let the first term of equation left side be
equal to zero ( because of steady state flow) and integrates the equation, we will obtain:

0 v m,sub xs (r w 0 W v '

Because there is heat input in the heated section the single phase friction and gravity
pressure drop calculation formulas in the heated section are a little different from the
common adiabatic single phase flow calculation formulas, but they are based on those
adiabatic single phase flow pressure drop calculation equations which can be easily

18



found in general fluid mechanics textbooks:

^~2~ ( 3 8 )

&iha> (39>

where,

\<I>,H is the modified friction coefficient when the wall, H(f> is the friction

coefficient when wall is not heated, ftw and fif is heated are fluid viscosity under wall
temperature and bulk average temperature, respectively. Exponent n is a constant

depend on the fluid and pressure. Here, n = 0.6. The density Pi is the average density
in the heated section inlet and XQ position.

If the flow is in the laminar condition the single phase flow friction resistance
coefficient f1f = 6 4 / R 9 , otherwise, it can be calculated from Darch-Weisbach
formulas'191:

/ lo=0.0055 [ l+(20000^+^-)/3] (41)

In single phase flow region the temperatures of coolant water and heated wall can be
determined from following equations

T ' V - T i n + C V A

The local pressure drop of inlet and spacer in the single phase flow region of the
heated section are calculated by the following equations:

r in ~ H in 2 ^ '

19



1 * , * * ^ ( 4 5 )

The inlet and spacer local resistant coefficient Kfn, KSp can be chosen according to
experiment results or experience.

Because there is no flow area change in the heated section the accelerator pressure
drop term is equal to zero.

Except for the single phase flow region in heater section, the other single phase flow
pressure drops in external circulation loop> include the heat exchanger, downcomer and
other connection tube, will not be treated separately. As mentioned above, in order to
simplify the analysis their equivalent flow resistance coefficient has been included into
the heated section inlet local loss coefficient Kjn. So we chose Kin = 25 (include the
other external loop pressure drop) and KSp = 1.04.

In two phase flow region the homogeneous equilibrium flow model and
thermodynamic equilibrium drift flux model were used. Because the heat flux is
uniform in the heated section it is not necessary to divide the heated section into several
small elements, the quality Xe at the heated section outlet can be determined from the
energy balance equation as,

fg
The vapor and water mixture density calculation equation is,

PH = Pga+pl(l-a) (47)

According to the homogeneous equilibrium model and drift flux model the
relationship between quality Xe and void fraction a are following, respectively:

e vg

(a) = [Co\] + (p, Ipft - (X))/(X)] + PoVoi /{G(X))Y (27)

In two phase flow region the fraction pressure loss is calculated according to the
common method, that is to say, two phase flow pressure loss can be obtained from
single phase flow pressure loss multiplied by two phase loss factor O 0̂ .The
multiplication factor O^ of pressure drop calculation are shown as following:

Homogeneous model

20



I
4 (49)

Slip flow model

(50)

So the two phase friction pressure loss can be calculated from following equation:

PIK
D

H
(51)

Because the flow area is constant and the heat flux is uniform in the heated section,
based on the density definition equation (47) and the quality Xe and void fraction a
equation (48), the homogeneous flow model gravity pressure drop can be obtained from
the integrated gravity term in the momentum equation

(52)

The drift flux model gravity pressure drop can be obtained by definition,

(53)

Where, average density is calculated based on the drift flux model relation.
Under the same assumptions as above the homogeneous model accelerate pressure

drop in the heated section two phase flow region can be obtained from the accelerate
pressure drop term in the momentum equations (34) as,

Pg Pi (54)

The separated phase flow model accelerate pressure drop calculation formula is,

4 P2*, a=G '
PI

(55)

The heated section exit flow pressure loss and spacer pressure drop in two phase

21



flow region can be calculated by following equations:

2

<56>

where, Kexjj and KSp are heated section exit and spacer local pressure drop
coefficient. Between the heated section exit and the riser entrance there is a electricity
pole plate and a region where flow area changes largely (the schematic of this region is
shown in Fig. 3-2 ), its geometric style is very complicated and no suitable model can be
used to calculate its flow resistance coefficient, on the other hand, according to the test
data the pressure drop in this region is large, so based on the experiment results and
experience, the resistant coefficient Kexjf is chosen as 6.5. The spacer resistance
coefficient is chosen as 1.04.

In the riser the quality Xe and void fraction a are constant because of the adiabatic
assumption, and their values are respectively equal to the related ones at the exit of the
heated section. The accelerate pressure drop is equal to zero. The homogeneous model
two phase friction and gravity pressure drops are calculated by the following equations:

*•*>*'Who «59>

The separated phase flow model two phase friction and gravity pressure drops are
calculated by the following equations, the density and void fraction relations are based
on the drift flux model relations.

(61)

The driving force APfo m this natural circulation loop is equal to the static pressure
produced by the single phase liquid column in the heat exchanger and downcomer.
Because of no test data for the second side temperature of the heat exchanger, as a
simplified treatment, the temperature change in heat exchanger is considered to be linear
and the temperature is the average temperature of the heated section inlet temperature
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and saturated temperature. The fluid temperature in the downcomer is considered to be
constant because of the adiabatic assumption. According to the system pressure and the
temperatures we can calculate the density for heat exchanger and the downcomer, so
dose the driving force,

M* = PlmSLhex + PDCSLDC (62)

4) Flow Stability Analysis
In this report the frequency domain linear stability analysis method is used to

analyze the two phase flow stability in the 200-HRTL natural circulation system, this
method is similar to one introduced in reference [10].

According to this method the flow stability analysis is based on the steady-state
analysis, that is to say, from the conservation equations, constitutive relations and other
loop characteristic relations, the steady-state operation point should be determined at
first, then the set of conservation equations and constitutive relations are linearied by
means of small perturbation method, the linearized equations are transformed into
frequency-domain equations by the Laplace transform technique. Based on the
boundary condition, the pressure drop along the closed loop is zero, a complex variable
characteristic equation can be obtained. By means of analyzing characteristic equation
in frequency-domain the system stability characteristics can be studied.

In the following paragraphs, the pressure drop perturbations of heated section
single-phase flow region and two-phase flow region, riser two phase flow region, and
downcomer single phase flow region will be analyzed respectively.

(1) Heated Section
The heated section in this loop can be divided into two parts: the single phase flow

part and bulk two phase flow part.
At first, for the single-phase flow region in heated section the momentum equation

(31) is integrated under the above assumptions from the entrance (z = 0) to the boiling
boundary (z = A#), the pressure drop across this section can be presented as,

(63)

Because both liquid and vapor are considered as incompressibility fluids, the single
phase pressure drop f 4 W # is onty a function of volumetric flux ji and boiling
boundary XQ_ According to the definition of multivariable differential the single phase
pressure drop perturbation is obtained as,
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(64)

Carry out the Laplace transform for this equation, we obtain the single phase
pressure drop perturbation equation,

(65)

For two-phase flow region, integrate the homogeneous two-phase flow momentum
equation (34) under the above assumptions from the boiling boundary (z = XQ) to the
end of the heated section (z = Lff), the pressure drop across this section can be presented
as,

This equation is the function of three variables, homogeneous density <ph>,
volumetric flux <j> and boiling boundary A# Using the multivariable differential
formula the following pressure drop perturbation equation also can be obtained,

(67)

Carry out the Laplace transform for this equation, we obtain the two-phase region
pressure drop perturbation equation,
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(68)

From the equation (65) and (68), we can find that both single phase pressure drop
perturbation 8{Apltp)H and two phase pressure drop perturbation d{Ap2<p)H are function

of the perturbation variables S(7), SX, S{ph). The perturbation variables S(J), SX,

S{ph) are not known, but they can be expressed by perturbation variable sjln Sq"H

§h which are external variables perturbation of the heated section. The relations
between them can be obtained based on the mass, energy conversation equations, heated
wall dynamics equation, and Newton heat transfer equation, etc., the detail process can
be found in reference [10].

After the above mentioned process the single-phase and two-phase flow pressure
drop perturbations can be expressed by following two equations:

S(A Pi+) H = TUH(s) 5jin + T2tH(s) Sq"Hin + r,H(s) Shin (69)

H=HlH(s) Sjin + U2H(s) Sq"Hin + Il~H(s) Shin (70)

Where

r (v\ - r? r ° i f ° i K A- <LJJHA.A, 8 \ \ < v\ n\\

Ji«,0 M H ' " » Jin,0

ri.H(*) = G0<£&- + -Z-)Al(s) 0 = 2,3) (72)
^•^H Jmf>

J)] (73)

J 3<iS)] (74)

n3H(s) = -G0F2(s)A,(s) (75)

and
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2DH(s-Q0)

fi_ flg.,0 ""0

% O-fi0)O-2Q0

(s-Q0)

a (76)

2(s-Q0)

g

•*H Jinfi

S r

,-1]

f [(LH-A0)
2--^rz(LIi-Aa)-, /S'0 _JEXp{2n0-Sy

(78)

(79)

According to the basic relations between the perturbed parameters inside the heated
channel and perturbed parameters gj. S q'û a n d s h a t t n e channel entrance, we can

obtain the following perturbed parameters at the outlet of the heated section, they are the
inlet parameters for the riser.
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The perturbation of the volumetric flux is,

x =
 JHAS)-$in+Jffa(S)-Sq'H+JHii(S)-3iin (80)

Where,

JH,(S) = l-QQAi(S) (81)

JHa(S) = (LH-Z0)-Z4-Q0A2(S) (82)

JB^S)=>-Q^(S) (83)

The perturbation of the density is,

'̂̂ >*«(^ A (84)
Where,

RH,l(S)^-^-^-{EXP[S(S-Q<))Tj[SAl(S)-l] +

-S)rJ[SA2(S) +

(86)

•iEXP(-2n0T.,)}

The perturbation of the enthalpy is,

' SyShto (88)

Where,

()2
x^V-RH,(S) ( i = 1, 2, 3) (89)
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(2) Riser

Assuming the flow in the riser is adiabatic two phase flow, and the system pressure
is constant. The homogeneous flow conservation equation for the riser are listed as
following,

Continuity:

jjft^'foM.O (90)
d\ dz

Thermal energy:
dj{ph)(h)) *G{tif)

dt dz V

Momentum:

^ + ( ( 9 2 )

Because the flow is adiabatic, and if we do not consider the gravity effect for density
change, the density along the riser is constant, namely,

= c o n s t a n t ( 9 3 )

Integrated the equation (90) along the riser, the following result can be obtained,

\J)R = \J)RM = ~TK./)H>, = ~TL[/ft.,o + . , * (LH -^o)l (94)

Perturbing and Laplace transferring this equation, we obtain,

S(j(s))R = S(j(s))Riii = j^(7(s))Hex (95)

Also, from the mass conversation equation (90), after linearizing and perturbing we
can obtained the following equation,

This differential equation has the style of y' + ay = 0, its solution is,

6{ph(z))R = EXP(-jj^.zy8{ph)Rln (97)
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At last, integrating the momentum equation (92) along the riser, perturbing and
Laplace transforming it, the pressure drop perturbation can be obtained as following,

Lf f ~ /
o A/,« z 2DHR

R 2 X

/o Utt,R

7r
VO/R

7y^-(1-£^-7

(98)

During the last development step of the above equation, the following equation
described the relation between density and enthalpy in homogeneous flow model is
used,

(99)

The pressure drop perturbation calculation formula, equation (98) can be rewritten
as,

{) (100)

Where,

niR(s) = Go(s-fe- + -f-LR + KRM + KRex)^- (101)

DH,R

JO)R K

Substitute the S(J(s)} and s(h) expressions, equations (80) and (88) into
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the equation (100), the last expression for the pressure drop perturbation of the riser is:

(103)
#(Ap)R = nlR(s) • jHwI • $m+nZR(s) • HH, • &

when obtaining this equation we ignored the effect of heat flux q"0 and enthalpy hin

perturbation. Where,

j w ( 5 ) = 1-00-^(5) (104)

^ r " -KHAS) (105)
nJ$

Jm,o S-Qo (106)

(3) Single Phase Flow Region of External Loop

The single phase flow region of the external loop is composed of horizontal
connection tubes, heat exchanger, and downcomer. The effect of the horizontal tubes is
not treated separately and is included into the downcomer.

The downcomer is divided into two sections, saturated single phase water region and
subcooled water region, the separated point locates in the heat exchanger. The flow in
every region is assumed to be adiabatic flow, and in order to simplify the calculation the
heat exchanger is not considered in the analysis and its effect is included into the
subcooled section. Also, as the above mentioned the friction pressure drop effect of the
downcomer is included into the entrance local pressure drop of the heated section. So
the pressure drop perturbation calculation formula of the total downcomer can be
obtained from the pressure drop perturbation formula of the heated section single phase
section, and the following is the expression of the downcomer pressure drop
perturbation,

DC = Psa,LDC,lS -$Z>C,1 +PsubLDC,2S ' fiDC,2

ADc,1

= (Psat —. + Ps*b -J-^-)SAxs S]in
ADc,\ ADc,\
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Where,

^l,-Dc(5) = (Psat ~A ~ + Psub ~A ~)SAXS ,1 A O .
ADc,\ ADc,\ (108)

(4) Boundary Condition and Characteristic Equation

Around any closed loop the static pressure is continuous, that is to say, if the loop is
cut into two parts the pressure drop on these two parts have equal absolute value, but
reverse signs, so the sum of these two pressure drop is equal to zero. Based on this fact
the following boundary condition equation can be obtained,

^ e) = 0 (109)
Where,

If the heat flux and enthalpy are thought not to change, from equation (109) we can
obtain the two situation, A(J)ln = 0 (This is the steady state and will not be considered
herein) and,

1 + ^ = 0 (112)

Where,

(s)-Hlfil(S) (113)

> J (H4)

The equation (112) is called the characteristic equation of the closed loop system
and is a complex variable function. Based on the linear system control theory the
necessary and sufficient condition for the boiling system to be stable under the small
perturbation is that the roots of the characteristic equation (112) have negative real
parts.

The complex function consists of two parts, real part and imaginary part. When a
complex function is equal to zero its real part and imaginary part are also equal to zero
respectively, so we can obtain two equations from the complex characteristic equation
(112),
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(1,5)

(5) Stable Boundary and Root Finding

Although under natural circulation condition the flow rate is not a independent
variable and can be determined from steady state calculation after heat power and
subcooling are given, however, after geometry dimensions are determined the equation
(115) and (116) are still transcendental equations, namely, there are three variables
q"0, hm, and S while there are only two equations. The stable boundary is composed of
the combination of the roots obtained from eq.(l 15) and (116).

Now there are two common methods which can be used to study the system
stability from the characteristic equation (112). One method is based on the Nyquist
theorem, which need not solve the equations. The another is root finding, which is
based on the equation solution.

Based on the Nyquist theorem if the Nyquist plot of a complex function G(s) dose
not encircle the origin, or equivalently, the Nyquist plot of G(s) -1 dose not encircle the
point (-1,0) the circulation loop is stable. It is too tedious to use this method to find the
instability boundary, but it is a easy way to judge if the system is stable or not.

In second method, based on the judgment criterion that the necessary and sufficient
condition for a two phase flow system to be stable under the small perturbation is that
the roots of the characteristic equation (112) have negative real.

From the point of geometry view, eq.(115) and (116) are two arbitrary complex
functions which variable range are in a two dimension plane composed of heat flux q0,
subcooling Ah^^. In q"0-Ahsubjn plane there are some regions on which for variable S
there are no roots with positive real parts, in these region the system is stable. On other
regions the situation is reverse. But on the boundary of these region the real part of
complex variable S is equal to zero which is related to the system stable boundary. Since
we seek roots, s, on stability boundary which have zero real parts, we can let s =ja> and
then to solve the equations. This method is so called D-Partition method in reference
[10],

^ (H7)

(118)

After S =j(o is given there are only two variables in the equations (117) and (118),
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= o 020)

So we can directly find roots from the set of two equations. But we should notice that
the equations are nonlinear systems of equations, solving them directly is difficult and a
easy root finding way is to use the numerical analysis method. A common method to
solve nonlinear systems of equations is Newton method. Here we also use the Newton
method to solve this nonlinear systems of equations. However, we also should notice
that the original guessed roots are very important in Newton method, if the bad guessed
roots are given the solving process maybe is divergent and the roots can not be obtained.

In this report the D-Partition method will be used to study the system instability
boundary.

Equation (119) and (120) constitute a two variables nonlinear equations. Based on
the Newton rootfinding method, the (n+l)th roots can be obtained from the nth roots
according to the following iteration formula,

Where, F^ql^KJ i s m e Jacobian matrix of function Mql>K) mti

,hin^)~l is the inverted matrix of the Jacobian matrix F(q"0^ , \ , » ) , and

022)

In actual practice, we do not need to invert the the Jacobian matrix

instead we solve the following linear system for the correlation terms Sq'0/l and

^ n b f ^ , A x . J - \-ff~ h J

(124)

Equation (123) can be easily solved by means of the LU ( lower and upper
triangular) decomposition method in the linear algebra, so the ( n + 1 )th modified roots
can be obtained from the equations (124).

In addition, we also can use a function numerical difference to approximate its
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partial derivatives in equation (122), namely,

l o AX, ~

(dfx/ v f \ A 8h

A

5) Computer Program

Based on the steady-state and two phase flow stability analysis models developed in
the above sections and using the numerical root finding method for nonlinear
equations1^1, a computer program LNSTAB has been developed, which was written in
FORTRAN 77 computer language and can be used to analyze the steady-state flow and
the two phase flow density wave instability in a natural circulation loop.

The flow chart of the main program LNSTAB is shown in Appendix A. This
computer code is composed of several subroutine subprograms and some function
subprograms. The functions of every subprograms are introduced in Appendix B.

The calculation process of the main program can be divided into three main
processes. First process is to carry out the steady state calculations and transfer function
calculations. During this process, the first step is to calculate the steady state parameters
and transfer function for the assumed initial values, then to perturb the heating power
and inlet subcooling, and recalculate the new steady state parameters and transfer
functions respectively. The purpose of repeating the steady state and transfer function
calculations is to prepare the necessary parameters for the terms of Jacobian matrix,
namely, calculate the partial derivatives (125). Second process is to calculate the every
terms for Jacobian matrix, then to solve the equations using the LU decomposition
method and obtain the new roots, namely, new heating power and new inlet subcooling.
Third process is to compare the new results with the old results. If the deviations are
within the limits, this calculation step is satisfied and forwarded to the next step
calculation. If the deviations are outside the limits, change the initial values and redo the
above process. For different complex variable 5", all of the above calculation steps are
repeated.

The processes obtaining the original data and putting out the calculated results are
also provided in main program. The original data is stored in data file "inidata" and they
will be read automatically when the code runs. The calculated results, including the
middle calculation results, are written into the different data files "maindata", "ssdata",
"ssdatal" etc., then other data process software (e.g., MS-EXCEL) is used to draw
figures and to do the further analysis. The input and main output data file format and
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parameters, and their units are described in Appendix C.
In order to verify if the physical, mathematical models used in this LNSTAB and the

calculation results obtained from these models are reasonable and correct, one of
calculation example about the tendency of the main parameters with by varying power
and the main parameter distribution along the loop are given in Appendix D. The
comparison of the pressure drops at several sections is also given in this appendix. The
analysis for the calculation example and the comparison with the test results showed
that the physical, mathematical models used in the code and the calculation results
obtained from these models are reasonable and correct.

The lists of all other codes are given in Appendix E except water and steam table
subprogram.
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4. Results Comparison and Discussion

In order to evaluate if the two phase flow models using homogeneous equilibrium
model and homogeneous equilibrium model with drift flux relations constructed in this
report are suitable for the density wave flow instability in a natural circulation loop at
low quality and low pressure, the comparisons between the experimental results from
the HRTL-200 test loop and the calculation results from the above models are made in
this chapter.

The comparisons are made for the flow rate, parameter effects for the steady state
condition and the flow instability boundary.

1) Steady-state
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Fig.4-1 Flow rate change vs. power (Tsub=30 °C)

About the effect of heating power on the flow rate, the experimental and model
calculation results are shown in Fig.4-1. From the figure, it is clear that the mass flow
rate calculated with the increase of power is almost the same tendency as that of the
experiment results. When the heating power is larger than certain value, the calculated
flow rate using drift flux model decreases fast. But both of model calculation values are
larger than the experimental results in most of power range, the reason of which comes
from the fact that the homogeneous two phase flow model dose not include the
subcooled boiling region in the heated section, and the environmental heat loss is not
accurately included either. Although the small bubbles on the heated surface in
subcooled boiling region will not contribute too much for the total natural circulation
driving force, they will greatly increase the flow resistance force in heated section, and
then decrease the mass flow rate.

With lower inlet subcooling, the length of subcooled boiling region is relatively
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shorter, so the effect of the flow resistant force in the subcooled boiling region is also
relatively less.

As such, with the lower inlet subcooling or higher power the difference mainly
comes from the homogeneous flow model itself. In the real up-flowing two phase
mixture the vapor phase speed is faster than the liquid phase one, which will lead to the
mixture void fraction in homogeneous two phase flow is larger than the real void
fraction in up-flowing two phase mixture. In addition, within the range of tested
parameter, the void fraction in the heated section and the riser is relatively small and the
two phase flow resistant force may not be the main contributor for governing the natural
circulation flow rate, but the buoyancy driving force may be the main contributor. As a
result, the homogeneous flow model leads to the larger void fraction and larger driving
force for two phase natural circulation, that results in the larger mass flow rate.

The calculation results using drift flux flow model are also shown in the Fig.4-1.
Although the deviation from the test results is a little bit larger in the low power region,
the calculation results using drift flux model are closer to the experimental results,
especially in higher power region.
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Fig.4-2. Comparison of flow rate with the quality

Fig.4-2 shows the comparison between the calculation and test result where the
heated section exit quality Xe represents the horizontal coordinate and the mass flow
rate is plotted as the vertical coordinate. This figure clearly show that under the same
quality the homogeneous equilibrium model calculation results are larger than the test
results.

Fig.4-3 shows the effect of inlet subcooling in combination with heating power,
which is calculated using homogeneous equilibrium model. This figure shows that the
lower the inlet subcooling, the higher the mass flow rate, which is agreement with the
experiment results. But at the higher heating power, the calculation results are a little bit
different from the experimental results. The experimental results show that the natural
circulation mass flow rate difference between the different inlet subcoolings will
become smaller and smaller with the increase of the heating power, however, the
calculated results dose not show such tendency within the tested parameter range.
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This inconsistency also can be explained by the assumption used in modeling
homogeneous two phase flow. If the other conditions are maintained the same, the low
inlet subcooling will lead to a larger void fraction compared with the case of high inlet
subcooling. And, the higher the heating power, the larger the void fraction. This implies
that the homogeneous equilibrium effect, that is overestimation of void fraction, because
more dominant for high power, low subcooling case. Thus, the calculated difference of
flow for different subcooling becomes larger at high power region.

However, it is clearly shown in Fig.4-1 that the flow rate from the drift flux model
calculation tends to get closer at high power region.
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Fig.4- 3 Flow rate change with subcooling

When the system pressure is changed, the comparison of the calculated and
experimentally obtained flow rates is shown in Fig. 4-4. From this figure, the tendency
of the calculation results is in good agreement with the experiment, but the
homogeneous model predicts larger flow than the experiment results. One of the reasons
which cause the larger calculation flow rate is also the use of homogeneous model.
Because in the homogeneous model void fraction is larger than the real one, the
calculated flow driving force is also larger than the real flow driving force, so that the
flow rate is larger than the test value.

Another important reason leading to such difference between the test and
homogeneous model calculation results comes from the inaccuracy in modeling the heat
loss of the real experiment. Accurate modeling of the heat loss will decrease the quality
and the buoyancy force in the calculation, as a result, decrease the calculated mass flow
rate. According to the experience of test operation, the heat loss is considered to be
equal to 5 kW in this report calculation.

The Fig. 4-4 shows again that the drift flux model is a better model than the
homogeneous model within the parameter ranges considered in this report. Both the
tendency and the value from the drift flux model are close to the experiment results.
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Fig.4-4 Pressure effect on flow rate

2) Instability Boundary

In order to investigate the possibility of the Ledinneg flow excursive instability, the
flow resistant pressure drop vs. the natural circulation mass flow rate is examined as
shown in Fig.4-5. The range of the inlet subcooling is selected to cover the unstable
inlet subcooling region within experimental parameter ranges. From this figure, we can
find the pressure drop increases with flow, which means that the Ledinneg instability
will not happen in our experiment and within the calculation parameter range.

•a 3

P=1.5Mpa
W=133kW
Kin = 25
Tsub=10~70C*

0 0.5 1 1.5
G(kgfe)

Fig. 4-5 Flow resistant pressure drop vs. mass flow rate

For the HRTL-200 test loop, the comparison of the flow instability boundary
between the homogeneous equilibrium model calculation results and the experiment
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results is shown in Fig. 4-6.
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Fig.4-6 Calculated and experimental flow instability boundary comparison
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In Fig. 4-6, the Test up and Test down represent the large and small subcooling
stable boundaries shown in the Fig. 2-8, respectively.

Fig.4-6 shows that, using the two phase flow homogeneous model, two clearly
different flow instability regions can be obtained, but the homogeneous model can not
clearly reveals the detail for the low power, low quality two phase flow instability
region.

The experimental investigation results show that under certain system pressure,
heating power and inlet flow resistance coefficient, with the decrease of the coolant inlet

Xe=0A5
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O-Test down

X-Cal.

0 50 100 150 200 250
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Fig.4-7 The position and comparison of the stability boundary
F=1.5Mpa Kin = 25
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subcooling, the natural circulation flow system will enter low quality flow instability
region from stable single liquid region. Relative oscilation amplitude also will increase
at first, however, with the continued decrease of the inlet subcooling, the relative
oscillation amplitude will decrease and at last the system will enter the stable operation
region again, where the coolant inlet subcooling is low and the outlet quality of the
heated section is a little bit higher. This unstable flow region behaves differently from
the high quality unstable region.

This phenomena means that the flow instability region at low quality ranges also
exists within a finite region which locates between two stable region. If changing the
instability boundary map into the non-dimensional parameter, Npch and Nsub, (See
Fig.4-7), it becomes more clear that low quality flow instability region is near the zero
quality line. In the Fig.4-7, the zero quality and one high quality Q(e- 0.45) lines are
also given. From this figure we can see the predicted two unstable flow regions clearly
locates in the different quality region. The slope of calculation result in low quality
region is smaller than the test results, and it is also difficult to distinguish the unstable
stripe region near the zero quality line.

The region 1 of the Fig. 4-7 represents the subcooled single phase stable flow
region, other side of the unstable region 2 is the relatively low quality two phase flow
stable region 3, the region 4 is high quality two phase unstable region. The low quality
two phase flow region 2 is a narrow stripe region, which is unclear in Fig. 4-7. But the
Fig. 4-8 clearly reveals the region.
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Fig.4-8 Calculated and experimental flow instability boundary comparison
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Although the agreement between the calculation results and experiment results is
satisfactory, the homogeneous flow model only clearly predicts one boundary for the
low quality two phase flow instability region 2 (See Fig.4-8, magnified from Fig.4-6).
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5. Conclusion

Using the experimental investigation results, which are on the integral type natural
circulation heating reactor developed at INET, a set of analysis models, and a computer
program LNSTAB are developed based on the two phase flow homogeneous
equilibrium model with drift flux relations in this report.

The suitability of the models and the code is verified through the comparison
between the experimental results from the HRTL-200 test loop and the analysis
calculation results from this code.

Based on the comparison, the following conclusions are obtained.

1) The tendency of flow rate calculation results both from the
homogeneous equilibrium model and from the drift flux model is in
good agreement with the experimental results for low quality two phase
flow. The drift flux model calculation results show better agreement
with experimental results. The relatively larger flow rate calculated in
lower quality region is caused by neglecting subcooled boiling region,
inaccurate modeling of the real heat loss, and the overestimation ofvoid
fraction in the homogeneous two phase flow model.

2) The homogeneous equilibrium model analysis can accurately predict
the small inlet subcooling instability boundary in low quality region,
but it can not predict the other boundary under a relatively higher inlet
subcooling in this region.

3) The computer program LNSTAB developed in this report can be used to
analyze the steady-state flow and two phase flow instability that may
occur in a natural circulation system, but a further improvement work is
needed in the future.
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Nomenclature

A
A,
Axs

Co
D
f
G

g
h
hfg

Ho
j
K
L
Npch

Nsub

p
Ph

q"
t
T
s
V

Vfg

Vgj

V
Xe
Z

AP
APdr

a
e
Xo
P
Qo
CO

heat transfer area
flow cross-section area in riser
flow cross-section area in heated section
distribution parameter
equivalent diameter or heated rod diaameter
flow resistant force factor
mass flux; Mass flow rate
gravitational acceleration
enthalpy
evaporation latent heat
circulation heat transfer coefficient
volumetric flux
resistant efficient
flow channel length
phase change number, NpCh = (q"AhVfg)/(GAxshfgVj)

subcooling number, Nsub = (Hsui,Vfg)/( hfgV-p
pressure
heated perimeter in heated section
averaged heat flux in heated section
time; oscillation period
temperature
Laplace variable
specific volume
specific volume difference between vapor and liquid
drift velocity
flow speed
quality at exit of the heated section
channel axial coordinate
pressure drop
circulation driving force
void fraction
wall plain parameter
steady-state boiling boundary
density
constant, £?0 = (q"Phv0(Axshfg)
angular frequency

Subscripts
down
ex

downcomer
exit
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f
g
h

fraction term
gravitation term or vapor phase
Heated section

hexch Heat exchanger
in
1
r,R
sat
sp
sub
wall
a
0

1+
2*
h>

inlet
liquid phase
riser
saturation
spacer
subcooled parameters
heated wall

accelerator term
steady state
single phase region in heated section
two phase region in heated section
boiling boundary
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Appendix A. Flow Chart of Main Code LNSTAB

/ Read Original Data File /

SUB. STABLE

Cal. Steady-State Para

i Put in new values into q" and hin I

1 SUB.STABL Cal. Steady-State Para. |

SUB. LAMPERT
Cal. system transfer function

Cal. parameters
for Jacobian matrix

}SUB.LUD,LUB Sovle equations using LU decomposition |

No
Change q", hin values |e roots reasonable

- ^ .

Yes
'

A re root accuracy 0 K

Yes
* - -
S>FRFIN

/ Write Calcuted Results inot Output Data File/
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Appendix B. Subroutine Subprograms and Function
Subprograms in LNSTAB

STABLE This subroutine calculates the steady-state thermal-hydraulic
parameters in total loop. The calculation is based on the
homogeneous equilibrium model, the single phase flow resistance
outside the heated section is considered in local pressure drop
equation of heated section inlet. The pressure drop calculation
models of this subroutine are presented in IE-3. The calculation
results from this subroutine include the natural circulation mass
flow rate, the heated section exit quality, void fraction, and every
section pressure drops.

LAMPERT The single phase and two phase pressure drop transfer function of
the heated section, riser, and are calculated in this subroutine, the
characteristic equation of the natural circulation system is also
given in this subroutine.

LUDCMP These two subroutines are based on the LU decomposition method
and to solve the linear algebra equations. The Newton method for
LUBKSB nonlinear systems of equation is included in the main program

LNSTAB to use these two subroutines.

PRP1 .F These two subroutines include several water and vapor property
and SZ. F characteristics calculation functions.

HL(P,T) Liquid enthalpy (Btu/lb.)
H(P,T) Liquid saturation enthalpy (Btu/lb.)
HFG(P) Enthalpy difference between liquid and vapor, hfg, (Btu/lb.)
MULT(T) Viscosity of saturated liquid (lb/ft-hr)
VISG(P,T) Vapor viscosity (lb/ft-hr)
SGMA(P,T) Surface tension of water (lbf/ft)
CP(P,T) Specific heat (Btu/lbm-F)
COND(T) Thermal conductivity of saturated liquid (Btu/ft-F-hr)
DENS(P,T,D) Liquid density (Ib/ft3)
VFG(P) Difference of specific volume between vapor and liquid,

Vfg = Vg-Vf,(ft7lb)
VF(P) Specific volume of saturated liquid (ftVlb)
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Appendix C. Input / Output Description

Input description:
The all input data should be listed in input data file according to certain rule, free

format is used in this file, but much attention should be paid on the data formats of the
Real type and Integrate type data. The input data file name is "inidata ".

Cardl
= 0, only steady-state calculation
= 1, flow instability boundary analysis
System pressure (Psia)
Heated section inlet temperature (°F)

STATE

P
TIN
POWER Total heating power (KWt)
TSATP Saturated temperature corresponding to the system pressure P (°F)

Card 2
VIN The originally guessed and finally calculated natural circulation

speed (ft/s)
Heated perimeter of the heated section (ft)
Total flow area of the heated section (ft2)
Hydraulic diameter of heated section (ft)
Local loss coefficient at the heated section inlet (it includes the
total single phase region pressure loss coefficient except the
single phase region of heated section)

XKEXIT Local loss coefficient at the heated section outlet

PH
AXS
DHIN
XKIN

Card 3
CKI Coefficient, 0.001866
CMP Coefficient, 4.0

Card 4
NFUL The number of the heated rods
DHFUL Hydraulic perimeter of the heated rods (ft)
ALHEAT The length of heated section, it is equal to the length of

heated rods (ft)
NODES The total node number divided along the heated section
NSP The total spacer number

Card 5
ZSP Locations of spacer (ft)
KLOSS Local loss coefficients of spacers

Card 6
ALRISER The length of the riser (ft)
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ARISER The flow area of the riser (ft2)
DHRIS The hydraulic diameter of riser (ft)
RKEXIT The outlet local loss coefficient of riser
ZLR The length of the riser (ft)
FLR The length of the riser (ft)

Card 7

Card 8

FRINI Initial calculation frequency
FRFIN Final calculation frequency
FRF AC Frequency increment factor
DRTQO Perturbed heating power increment percentage
DRTTTN Perturbed inlet enthalpy increment percentage
TOLF Newton method iteration control amount for functions
TOLX Newton method iteration control amount for roots

ALD0WN1 The first part ( saturation region) length of the downcomer (ft)
ALHEXCH The heat exchanger vertical lenth (ft)
ALD0WN2 The second part (subcooled region) length of the downcomer (ft)
ADOWN The flow section area of the downcomer (ft2)
DHDO WN The hydraulic diameter of downcomer (ft)

Output description:

The last calculation results for steady state are put out into the file SSDATA,
SSDATA1, and SSDADA2. SSDADA1 and SSDATA2 record the middle calculation
results. The QOHIN is the instability analysis output data file. The output results include
frequency, heating power, inlet subcooled enthalpy, mass flow rate, pressure drop,
driving force, real and imaginary part of the characteristic equation, phase change
number Npch and subcoolong number Nsub etc.. This file can be read and treated
easily by the Microsoft Excell. If necessary the middle calculation results can be saved
into the file STDATAl and STDATA2 for instability analysis process.
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Appendix D. Justifying Models and Codes

In order to verify if the physical, mathematical models used in the codes and the

calculation results obtained from these models are reasonable and correct, the main

parameter distribution along the loop, the parameter change tendency with the heating

power, and pressure drops on several sections will be calculated, analyzed and

compared with the limited test data in this appendix.

The physical model and mathematical models have been described in Chapter 3.

In the flow rate calculation, as described in Chapter 3, the effect of all single phase

regions outside the heated section is represented by one local pressure drop term.

This kind of treatment is a commonly used simplification method. The theory basis

is that the flow resistance of every single phase region appears in a summed term in the

equation of system non-dimensional analysis[I8]. In practical utility, for example, in the

HRTL-200 test loop of INET the required total flow resistance can be adjusted by a

valve. In Russia AK-500 test loop the flow resistance orifice is used to obtained the

required total flow resistance.

The similar models and analysis method to ones used in this report can also be

found in reference [8].

One example of input data file "inidata" and output data file "ssdata" are given in

Table 1 and Table 2. If we just change the heating power ( first line, fourth element in

file "inidata") the obtained steady state calculation results are listed in Table 3.

Cardl
Card 2
Card 3
Card 4
Card 5
Card 6
Card 7
Card 8
Card 9

Card 10

0
1.5

0.00187
9

1.6404
3.2808
4.9212
16.388

0.1
8.202

Table

217.6
0.9276

4
0.03281

1.04
1.04
1.04

0.02114
0.3

8.202

1. Original input data file

334.9
0.00921

6.2335

0.16404
1.5

22.9656

128
0.03281

9

0.5
0.01

0.08454

388.9
25

3

16.388
0.01

0.32808

0.5

16.388
0.001 0.001

In Table 2-1, the coordinate of the heated section entrance is defined as zero, other

point coordinates are calculated from the heated section entrance along the flow

direction. So the point of L^own *s the point of Ljn.
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Table 2-1. Steady state results

P/bar
15.003

HLAMB/f
5.6007

W/kW
128

XEQM
0.0079

Tsub/C
30

ALFNOD
0.4174

G/kg/S
0.8695

HO
0.4785

VCH/m/s
3.725

FRICMO
0.0198

PDRIV/p
8.8568

TWALL/C
432.76

PRISIS/ps
8.8567
TLIQ/C
362.35

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Table 2-1.

Name

Lin

U
Lh

LR

Lsat

^hexch

l-'down

Distnbution parameters

COORD,
(m)

0.000

1.707

1.900

6.895

9.395

11.895

18.895

DP
(Psi)
0.000

4.724

5.175

8.857

8.857

5.730

0.000

along loop

TEMP.
(CD

168.3

198.8

198.3

198.3

198.3

168.3

168.3

ENTHALP
(Btu/lbm)

306.3

364.2

369.7

369.7

369.7

306.3

306.3

In the following paragraphs based on the Table 2 and Table 3 the parameter
distribution and change tendency obtained from the homogeneous model (HEM) and
drift flux model (DFM) will be presented in order to justify the models and the
calculation results.

Z ( m )

Fig. D-l Pressure drop distribution along the loop

Fig.D-1 to Fig. D-3 show the distributions of pressure drop, liquid temperature and

fluid enthalpy along the loop.
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Table

Model

HOM

DFM

Model

HOM

DFM

Model

HOM

DFM

Model

HOM

DFM

3. Calculation results of steady state parameter change tendency

No.
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

No.
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

No.
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

No.
1
2
3

4

1

2

3

4

P
(Psi)
217.6
217.6
217.6
217.6
217.6
217.6
217.6
217.6

XEQM
0.0079
0.0043
0.002

0.0004
0.012
0.007

0.0036
0.001

DP1PF
(Psi)
0.2782
0.2151
0.143

0.0645
0.2414
0.1951
0.1346
0.0629

DPRIST
(Psi)
3.6817
4.5061
5.2767
6.0003
3.9746
4.6542
5.3339
6.0079

Tin

<fl
334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9

LFEXI
0.4174
0.2791
0.1507
0.0306
0.3827
0.2657
0.1516

0.04

DP2HT
(Psi)

0.4511
0.2514
0.1211
0.0306
0.5234
0.3117
0.1654
0.0508

DPRISF
(Psi)

0.0521
0.0314
0.0173
0.0067

0.074
0.0397
0.0196
0.0069

POWER
(KW)
128
103
78
48
128
103
78
48

OR2P
1.6757
1.3691
1.1703
1.0304
2.6246
1.8547
1.3894
1.085

DPH2P
G

(Psi)
0.1822
0.116

0.0599
0.0117
0.2155
0.158

0.0979
0.031

G

(Psi)
3.6296
4.4747
5.2593
5.9936
2.9956
3.8224
4.6934
5.6931

VCH
(m/s)
1.135
0.958
0.749
0.472
1.079
0.925
0.733
0.467

DP1HT
(Psi)

4.7238
4.0993
3.459

2.8264
4.3583
3.8905
3.3573
2.7977

DPH2F
(Psi)

0.0832
0.0501
0.0276
0.0107
0.119

0.0638
0.0315
0.0111

DPRISIS
(Psi)
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568
8.8568

VCH
(Ft/S)
3.725
3.143
2.457
1.547
3.5407
3.0351
2.4039
1.5336

DP1HIN
(Psi)
2.055

1.4635
0.8942
0.3544
1.8567
1.3643
0.8559
0.3483

DPH2A
(Psi)

0.1168
0.0451
0.0127
0.0009
0.0914
0.0392
0.0122
0.0012

DPDRIV
(Psi)
8.8567
8.8568
8.8568
8.8573
8.8564
8.8564
8.8566
8.8563

CHLAMB
(m)

1.707
1.790
1.848
1.891
1.623
1.729
1.808
1.874

DP1HSP
(Psi)
0.2565
0.1826
0.1116
0.0442
0.2317
0.1703
0.1068
0.0435

DP2HEX
(Psi)
0.0689
0.0401
0.0209
0.0073
0.0975
0.0506
0.0238
0.0076

CHLAMB
(ft)
5.6007
5.8736
6.0628
6.2024
5.3236
5.6711
5.9314
6.1489

DPH1PG
(Psi)
2.1341
2.238

2.3102
2.3633
2.0285
2.1609
2.2601
2.343

DP2HSP
(Psi)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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Fig. D-2 Liquid temperature distribution along loop

If we define the resistance pressure drop at the entrance of the heated section is zero
the resistance pressure drop will increase with the fluid flow until to the exit of riser.
Because the friction loss of single phase region outside the heated section is included
into the heated section single phase region loss the pressure drop will not change in the
saturation region between the separator and heat exchanger. In heat exchanger and
downcomer the flow resistance loss is balanced by the gravity head, so the total
resistance pressure drop value decrease to the value on the heated section entrance. The
calculation results in Fig.D-1 shows the process.

380

•9-

L Lsat 15 Ldow 20

Z(m)

Fig. D-3 Fluid enthalpy distribution along loop
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The fluid temperature and enthalpy change are presented in Fig.D-2 and Fig.D-3.

They will increase in the heated section, and remain constant in riser and saturation

section because of the adiabatic assumption. In heat exchanger their values will decrease

to certain values. The adiabatic assumption is also suitable for downcomer, so the values

of fluid temperature and enthalpy will not change in downcomer.

From Fig.D-1 to Fig.D-3 it is clear that the distribution of these parameters are in

agreement with the real situation although some simplifications have been made.

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

• o-HEM

A-DFM

P= 1.5 Mpa
Kin = 25

a

•

2
a

50 100 150

Fig. D-4 Calculated Velocity vs. heating power

With the increase of heating power the change tendency of the natural circulation

velocity V\n in loop, the length of single phase region Ls in heated section, the heated

section exit quality Xe and the void fraction a are shown in Fig.D-4 to Fig. D-7,

respectively.

1.8

1.6

1.4

P =
Kin

1.5 Mpa
= 25 s

1

o
A O

A

O-HEM
A-DFM

O

A

0 50 100 150

W ( k W )

Fig.D-5 Length of single phase region vs. heating power
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If other parameters are fixed the flow rate, exit quality Xe and void fraction a will

increase, and the length of single phase flow region Ls will decrease with the increase of

the input heating power, the tendency of model calculation results are agreement with

the analysis results.

0.010

0.005

nnnn

P=1.5Mpa
Kin = 25
O-HEM

• A-DFM

•

A

O

A

O

1

A

O

50 100 150
JF(kW)

Fig. D-6 Quality vs. heating power

0.5
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0.2

0.1

0

P = 1.5Mpa
• Kin = 25

• A - D F M

O-HEM

o
A

50 100 150
? ( k W )

Fig. D-7 Void fraction vs. heating power

From Fig. D-6 it can be found that the quality from the drift flux model is larger

than one from the homogeneous model. The main reason is that the calculated flow rate

of drift flux model is smaller than one of the homogeneous model, as a result, the length

of two phase flow region in the heated section is larger than one of the homogeneous
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flow model. Because of the uniform heat flux assumption in the heated section the exit
quality obtained from the drift flux model are larger than ones from the homogeneous
model. Although the quality of drift flux model is a little larger than one from the
homogeneous model ( Fig. D-6), the void fraction is a little smaller than one from the
homogeneous model (Fig. D-7), this is because there is a slip between two phases in
drift flux model.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

o

•

•

o

O A

•

•

0 0.005

O

A

0.01
Xe

A

P=1.5Mpa
Kin = 25

O-HEM

A-DFM

0.0

Fig. D-8 Void fraction vs. Quality

Fig.D-8 shows that under the same quality the void fraction from the drift flux model
is smaller than one from homogeneous model. This is also agreement with the analysis.

3 f P=1.5Mpa
Kin = 25 A

O-HEM

A
O

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

a

Fig. D-9 Two phase multiply factor O^ vs. void fraction
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Under the same void fraction Fig.D-9 presents that the two phase friction resistance
multiply factor from the drift flux model is larger than one from the homogeneous
model, and so is the increase speed.

In Table 3, three test point data are listed. The comparison of calculation and test
pressure drops are given in Fig. D-10 to Fig. D-13 based on the limited test data.

Table 3-1.

no.
43
207
389

P
bar
10.0
15.0
25.0

Test Data for Pressure Drop
power

kW
82.6
107.7
132.4

Tsub
c*

11.3
13.4
22.1

G
kg/s

0.928
0.836
0.802

dpi 01
mmH20
467.2
368.1
255.5

dp102
mmH20
301.5
223.1
0.1

dpi 03
mmH20
557.1
209.9

-137.0

dp104 mmH2 dp106 dp107 dp108
mmH20 0 mmH20 mmH20 mmH20

156.8 111.1
115.4 113.3
101.8 78.6

2762.1 -54.1 1941.0
2430.0 -25.5 1810.0
2413.0 -36.4 1947.0

Table
dp Total

Psi
1.505
0.814

-0.088

3-2. Test Pressure Drop sum and Kin, Kh-r Calculation
Dp-heter

Psi
1.886
1.139
0.169

Dp-riser
Psi

3.929
3.456
3.432

dcomer
Psi

2
2
2

683794
538148
717504

density
kg/m3
898.8
881.9
863.3

Kin
40.47735
46.28278
52.70828

6
6
6

Kriser
.042017
.426706
.788061

1*

A Test-total dp

XH-25-6.5

0.2 0.4 0.6
G(kg/s)

0.8

Fig.D-10 Loop total pressure drop vs. flow rate
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Because of the impossibility to measure every pressure drop term separately (e.g.
friction pressure drop and local pressure drop), the loop is divided into several sections
and the total pressure drop on every section is compared.

The loop total pressure drop comparison is shown in Fig.D-10. During the loop
total pressure drop calculation the gravity pressure drops have been subtracted.

ATest-dplO6

xH-25-6.5

0.2 0.4 0.6

G(kgfe)

0.8

Fig.D-11 Riser pressure drop vs. flow rate

The sum of heated section exit and riser friction pressure drop is shown in Fig.D-11.

With the increase of the flow rate the calculated pressure drop will increase rapidly.

2.0
A Test-dp-heater

XH-25-6.5
1.5

I i-o

0.5

0.0

A

X

0.2 0.4 0.6
G(kg/s)

0.8

Fig.D-12 Heated section pressure drop vs. flow rate
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The friction and local pressure drop sum of the heated section is shown in Fig.D-12.

A Test-downcomer
XH-25-6.5 ^ A

8.

0.2 0.4 0.6

G(kg/s)

0.8

Fig.D-13 Downcomer pressure drop vs. flow rate

The all pressure loss sum of the downcomer, including pressure loss in the

saturation section, heat exchanger, valve and tube, is given in Fig.D-13.

Because the number of test data is limited and there are no small flow rate test data

at hand now, as a result the comparison is not sufficient. However, from the limited

comparison we can find that the test data located near the prolonged calculation result

curves. This means that the calculation models are basically reasonable and correct.

Because the pressure drops increase rapidly when the flow rate is larger than certain

value, the further comparison in small flow rate range and modification are necessary in

the future.
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Appendix £ The Lists of Computer codes

PROGRAM LNSTAB
********************************************************************************

* *

* THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM: LNSTAB *

* THE PROGRAM READS ORIGINAL DATA FROM FILE 'inidata1, THEN CALCULATE *

* THE STEADDY-STATE OPERATION POINT PARAMETERS AND/OR ANALYZE THE *

* STABILITY OF A NATURAL CIRCULATION LOOP. HOMOGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM *

* MODEL IS USED IN THIS CODE. THE SUBCOOLED BOILING IS NOT INCLUDED *

* IN THIS CODE, TOO. *
* *
********************************************************************************

REAL KF, KLOSS, NPCH, NSUB

INTEGER STATE

COMPLEX S, TRANFUN,Z 1 ,Z2,Z4

DIMENSION X(2),ALPHA(2,2)JBETA(2),INDX(2),X1(5000),X2(5000),

1 X3(5000),X4(5000),X5(5000),X6(5000),X7(5000),

2 X8(I000),WWl(5OOO)

COMMON /CONINPUT/ P, TIN, POWER, TSATP, VIN, PH, AXS,

1 DHIN, XKIN, XKEXIT, CKI, CMP, NFUL, DHFUL, ALHEAT,

2 NODES, NSP, ZSP(30), KLOSS(30), ALRISER, ARISER,

3 DHRIS, RKIN, RKEXIT,ZLR, FLR, AVEQ, VCH, DH,

4 ALDOWN1, ALHEXCH,ALDOWN2,ADOWN,DHDOWN

COMMON /CONST/ G1, GC( PI, PJ, CXF, NUMBSP(30)

COMMON /PROCON/ ENTHT, ENTHP, DENSI, SIGM, VISC, CPF,

1 KF, DENSF, VFG1, RHOG, HFG1, DPTS

COMMON /STDYCAL/ GO, G02, G02RF, HO, FRICMO, QFLUX,

1 CHLAMB, TLIQ, TWALL, COR2PH, XEQM,

2 ALFNOD, DZ(30), Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8(30), C9(30),

3 C18, C21, C22, C25, C26, T6, V7, DD1, DPSP(IO), DPH2PA,

4 DPH2P, DPH2PG, DPH2PF,DPH2FF,DPRISIS,ZLPRP(7,4)

COMMON /STCOMP/Z1,Z2)Z3)Z4,PHI,THETA,BETA,DLAM1,DLAM2,DLAM3,

1 GAMA1 ,GAMA2,GAMA3,F 1 S,F2S,F3S,DAPI 1 ,DAPI2,DAPI3

COMMON /TRANCAL/TRANFUN

551 FORMAT(lXy)

552 FORMAT(1X,//)

553 FORMAT(lx///)

C

C QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
C
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C READ INITIAL PARAMETERS FROM 'inidata':

C

OPEN(UNIT=12, FILE ='inidata', STATUS ='old')

C CARDI:

READ(12, *) STATE, P, TINO, POWER0 , TSATP

C CARD 2:

READ(12, *) VIN, PH, AXS, DHIN, XKIN, XKEXIT

C CARD 3:

READ(12, *) CKI, CMP

C CARD 4:

READ(12, *) NFUL, DHFUL, ALHEAT, NODES, NSP

C CARD 5:

DO2IN=1,NSP

READ(12, *) ZSP(N), KLOSS(N)

21 CONTINUE

C CARD 6:

READ(12, *) ALRISER, ARISER, DHRIS, RKEXIT, ZLR, FLR

C CARD 7:

READ(12, *) FRINI,FRFIN,FRFAC,DRTQ0,DRTTIN,TOLF,TOLX

C CARD 8:

READ(12, *) ALDOWN1,ALHEXCH,ALDOWN2,ADOWN,DHDOWN

C

C%%%%% RECORD INPUT AND MIDDLE CALCULATION PARAMETER %%%%%%

C

OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='maindata',STATUS=1old1)

OPENCUNIT^.FILE^jacobi'^TATUS^old1)

OPEN(UNIT=11 ,FILE='ssdata',STATUS='o]d')

OPEN(UNIT= 1 ,FILE='ssdata 1 ',STATUS='old')

OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='ssdata2',STATUS='old')

OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE='stdatal',STATUS='old')

OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE='stdata2',STATUS='old')

WRITE(8,]51)

WRITE(4,153)

WRITE(7,157)

WRITE(9,158)

151 FORMAT(lX,3HNo.,lX,6HP(bar),lX,6HTIN(C),lX,12HHIN(Btu/lbm)

1 ^lX^HPOWERCKVO.lXJHTsub^^X^HVCHCft/s))

153 FORMAT( 1X,4HS-Re, 1 X,4HS-Im, 1X,6HLPOWER, 1 X.4HLTIN, 1X,

1 1HK,1X,3HA11,3X,3HA12,3X,3HA21,3X,

2 3HA22,2X,5HBETA 1,2X,5HBETA2,2X,3HDQ0,2X,

3 5HDTHIN,2X,4HX(1),2X,4HX(2))

157 FORMAT(1X,5HPOWER,1X,1HP,1X,3HTIN,1X,5HQFLUX,1X7HDOMIGAO,1X,

1 2HPH, 1 X,3HAXS,1X,3HVFG, 1X.3HHFG, 1X.7HG0A VERG, IX,
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2 6HALHEAT, 1X.6HCHLAMB, 1 X,3HVIN, 1 X,5HTOUEX, 1 X,2HZ 1,

3 1 X,2HZ2,1 X.2HZ3,1 X.2HZ4,1X, 1HS)

158 FORMAT(5X,3HPHI)4X,5HTHETA,4X>4HBETA,4X>5HDLAM 1,4X,5HDLAM2,

1 4X,5HDLAM3,4X,5HGAMA1,4X,5HGAMA2,4X)5HGAMA3,

2 7X.3HF1 S,7X,3HF2S,7X,3HF3S,5X,5HDAPI 1,5X,5HDAPI2,

3 5X,5HDAPI3,5X,7HTRANFUN)

C

WRITE(*,553)

PRINT *, '*** THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF MAIN CODE ***'

C

C CONSTANTS AND STEADY STATE CALCULATION

C

Gl =32.17

GC = 32.17*144.

PI = 3.141592654

PJ = 778.158/144.

POWERO = POWER0*3.4121/3.6

AHEAT = NFUL*PI*DHFUL*ALHEAT

C

POWERINI = POWERO

TININI = TINO

C PRINT *,'POWER0,TlN0=',POWER0,TIN0

C

IF(STATE .EQ. 1) GO TO 698

POWER = POWERO

TIN = TINO

CALL STEADY(STATE)

GO TO 5551

C

C IF STATE=1, ANALYZE STABILITY BOUNDARY

C

698 Wl = FRINI

MMM=1

C

C NEWTON METHOD IS USED TO SOLVE EQUATIONS, SO INITIALLY

C GUESSED ROOTS ARE NEEDED.

C

PRINT *,'PUT IN GUESSED INITIAL POWER0(KW),TIN(C) = ?'

READ *, POWER0.TIN0

POWERINI = POWER0*3.4137/3.6

TININI = 9./5.*TIN0 +32.

C READ A NEW COMPLEX VARIABLE S

699 S=CMPLX(O.,W1)
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POWEROO = POWERINI

TINOO = TININI

C

C AUTOMATICALLY PUT IN SEVERAL SETS OF INITIAL GUESSSED ROOTS

C

DO36LPOWER=1,3

POWERO = POWEROO

DO 38 LTIN = 1,3

TINO = TINOO

C

X(l) = POWERO/AHEAT

X(2) = H(P, TINO)

WRITE(*,551)

C

C K IS THE NUMBER OF NEWTON ITERATION METHOD TO SOLVE EQUATION

C

DO 33 K = 1,30

DO 5 Ml = 1,3

C

C CHANGE ROOTS A LITTLE AROUND INITIAL VALUE TO OBTAIN THE

C NUMERICAL DERIVATIVES FOR jacobian METRIX

C

IF(M1.EQ. 1) GO TO 101

IF(M1 .EQ. 2) GOTO 102

IF(M1.EQ. 3) GO TO 103

101 POWER = POWERO

TIN = TINO

XEZERO = XEQM

GZERO = 0.4536*VIN*AXS*DENSI

GO TO 111

102 POWER = (l.+DRTQ0)*POWER0

TIN = TINO

GO TO 111

103 POWER = POWERO

TIN = (1. + DRTTIN)*TIN0

111 CONTINUE

C

C TO CALCULATE HEATED SECTION PARAMETERS, EVERY SECTION

C PRESSURE DROPS AND NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW RATE

C ON STEADY-STATE OPERATION POINT

M = M1

WRITE(*,553)

CALL STEADY(M)
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IF(STATE .EQ. 0) GO TO 35

C

C CALCULATE SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION

C

M = M1

WR1TE(*,551)

CALL LAMPERT(S, M)

IF(M1.EQ. 1) GO TO 201

IF(M1 .EQ. 2) GO TO 202

IF(M1 .EQ. 3) GO TO 203

201 F1ZERO = REAL(TRANFUN)

F2ZERO = AIMAG(TRANFUN)

DPR = DPRISIS

GO TO 5

202 F1QDQ = REAL(TRANFUN)

F2QDQ = AIMAG(TRANFUN)

GO TO 5

203 F1HDH = REAL(TRANFUN)

F2HDH = AIMAG(TRANFUN)

5 CONTINUE

DQ0= DRTQ0*POWER0/AHEAT

TDD = TIN0*(l .+DRTTIN)

DTHIN = HL(P,TDD)-HL(P,TIN0)

C

C ROOT FINDING USING NEWTON'S METHOD FOR NONLINEAR

C SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS

C

ALPHA(1,1) = (F1QDQ - FlZERO)/DQ0

ALPHA(I,2) = (F1HDH - F1ZERO)/DTHIN

ALPHA(2,1) = (F2QDQ - F2ZERO)/DQ0

ALPHA(2,2) = (F2HDH - F2ZERO)/DTH[N

BETA(1) = -F1ZERO

BETA(2) = -F2ZERO

C WRITE(4,154) S,LPOWER,LTIN,K,ALPHA(1,1),ALPHA(1,2),

C 1 ALPHA(2,l),ALPHA(2,2),BETA(l),BETA(2),DQ0,

C 2 DTHIN,X(1),X(2)

C 154 FORMAT(1X,2F7.3)3I3,6(1X)F7.4),2(1X,F5.3),2(1X,F7.2))

ERRF = 0.

DO 11 1=1,2

ERRF = ERRF +ABS(BETA(I))

11 CONTINUE

C WRITE(4,*) ERRF

IF(ERRF .LE. TOLF) GO TO 35
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e
C SOLVE LINEAR EQUATIONS USING LU DECOMPOSITION

C

CALL LUDCMP(ALPHA, 2, 2, rNDX, D)

CALL LUBKSB(ALPHA, 2, 2, INDX, BÈTA)

ERRX = 0.

DO 22 1=1, 2

ERRX = ERRX + ABS(BETA(I))

X(I) = X(I) + BETA(I)

22 CONTINUE

C WRITE(4,*) 1X(1),X(2)=',X(1),X(2)

IF(ERRX .LE. TOLX) GO TO 35

IF(X(1) .LT. 0. .OR. X(l) .GT. 1000.) GO TO 38

IF(X(2) .LE. 0. .OR. X(2) .GT. 1000.) GO TO 38

POWERO = X(1)*AHEAT

TIN0 = TPH(P,X(2))

300 CONTINUE

C WRITE(8,152)K,P/14.5038,5./9.*(TIN0-32.),X(2),

C 1 X(l)*3.6/3.4137*AHEAT,5./9.*(TSATP-TIN0),VCH

C 152 FORMAT(1X,I3,6(1X,F8.4))

C

33 CONTINUE

35 IF(ABS(F1ZERO).GE.0.01 .OR.ABS(F2ZERO).GE.0.01) GO TO 37

X1(MMM) = X(1)

X2(MMM) = X(2)
X3(MMM) = F1ZERO
X4(MMM) = F2ZERO
X5(MMM) = TINO
X6(MMM) = XEZERO
X7(MMM) = GZERO
X8(MMM) = DPR
WW1(MMM) = Wl
MMM = MMM + 1

37 TIN00 = TIN00 + 10.

38 CONTINUE

POWER00 = POWER00 + 100.

36 CONTINUE

W1=W1*FRFAC

IF(W1 .GT. FRFIN) GO TO 5551

GO TO 699

5551 CONTINUE

C

C CHANGE THE BRITISH UNIT INTO IS UNIT AND OUTPUT
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P = P/14.5038

TSUB = TSATP - TININI

TSUB = 5./9.*TSUB

POWERINI = POWERINI*3600./3.4137/1000.

VIN = VIN/3.2808

C

C PUT OUT STABILITY ANALYSIS RESULTS INTO FILE: qOhin

C

OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=1q0hin1,STATUS='old1)

WRITE( 10,601)

WRITE(10,602) P,TSUB,POWERINI,VIN

WRITE(10,603)

DO310I=l,MMM-l

NPCH = Xl(I)*AHEAT*VFG(P*14.5038)/(X7(I)*

1 HFG(P*14.5038)*VF(P*14.5038))

IF(X2(I).GE.ENTHP) GO TO 305

NSUB = (ENTHP-X2(I))*VFG(P*14.5038)/(HFG(P* 14.5038)*

1 VF(P* 14.5038))

GO TO 306

305 NSUB = 0.0

306 X1(I) = X1(I)*NFUL*PI*DHFUL*ALHEAT*3.6/3.4137

X5(I) = 5./9.*(TSATP -

310

1 X4(I),X6(I),X7(I),X8(I),NPCH,NSUB

CLOSE(UNIT=10,STATUS='keep')

601 FORMAT(3X,9HPsys(bar),7X,7HTsuKc),5X,

1 9HPower(kW),7X)8HVin(m/s))

602 FORMAT(1X,4F13.3/)

603 FORMAT(3X,3HNo.,3X,4HFre.)4X,8HPower/kw)2X)3HHin,5X)

1 6HTsub/c,5X,4HRea],5X,5HImage,4X,4HXEQM,4X,

2 6HG/KG/S,3X,7HDPRISIS,3X>4HNPCH,3X,4HNSUB)

604 FORMAT(2X,I3,1 X,F6.4,3(1 X,F9.3),2( 1 X,E 10.3),3( 1X,F 10.4),

1 2(1X,F1O.3»

C

PRINT *i 'THIS IS THE END OF MAIN PROGRAMM'

STOP

END
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SUBROUTINE STBADY(STATE)
*********************************************************************************

* THIS SUBROUTINE IS STEADY STATE CALCULATION SUBROUTINE. IT CAN *
* CALCULATE THE EVERY SECTION PRESSURE DROPS AND LOOP NATURAL *

* CIRCULATION FLOW RATE ON STEADY-STATE OPERATION POINT *
*********************************************************************************

REAL KF, MULT, KLOSS

INTEGER STATE

COMMON /CONINPUT/ P, TIN, POWER, TSATP, VIN, PH, AXS,

1 DHIN, XKIN, XKEXIT, CKI, CMP, NFUL, DHFUL, ALHEAT,

2 NODES, NSP, ZSP(30), KLOSS(30), ALRISER, ARISER,

3 DHRIS, RKIN, RKEXIT,ZLR, FLR, AVEQ, VCH, DH,

4 ALD0WN1 ,ALHEXCH,ALDOWN2,ADOWN,DHDOWN

COMMON /CONST/ Gl, GC, PI, PJ, CXF, NUMBSP(30)

COMMON /PROCON/ ENTHT, ENTHP, DENSI, SIGM, VISC, CPF,

1 KF, DENSF, VFG1, RHOG, HFG1, DPTS

COMMON /STDYCAL/ GO, G02, G02RF, HO, FRICMO, QFLUX,

1 CHLAMB, TLIQ, TWALL, COR2PH, XEQM,

2 ALFNOD, DZ(30), Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8(30), C9(30),

3 C18, C21, C22, C25, C26, T6, V7, DD1, DPSP(10), DPH2PA,

4 DPH2P, DPH2PG, DPH2PF,DPH2FF,DPRISIS,ZLPRP(7,4)

COMMON/STCOMP/ZlÄZS.Z^PHI.THETA.BETA.DLAMl.DLAM^DLAMS,

1 GAMA1(GAMA2,GAMA3,F1S,F2S,F3S,DAPI1,DAPI2,DAPI3

COMMON /TRANCAL/TRANFUN

C

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

QQ
C BRITISH UNIT CONSTANTS. THE UNITS OF OTHER PARAMETERS

C ARE ALSO BRITISH UNIT

C

PRINT *, 'THIS IS THE BEGENING OF SUBROUTINE STEADY.F1

VCH = VIN

DVIN = VCH/2.

C

C ******* PROPERTY CALCULATION ********

C

VCH1 = VCH

M = 0

TLIQ = TSATP

IF(STATE .NE. 0) GO TO 111

C OPEN(UNIT= 1 ,FILE='ssdata 1 ',STATUS='OLD')

WRITE(1,151)

151 FORMAT(lX,3HNo.,2X,6HP(Psi),4X,6HTin(F),2X,9HPOWER(KW),lX,
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1 9HVCH(Ft/S),lX>6HCHLAMB,4X,4HXEQM,lX,6HALFNOD,
2 3X,6HCOR2PH>2X,SHDP1HT,3X>5HDP2HT,3X>6HDPRIST,2X,

3 7HDPRISIS,1X,6HDPDRIV,2X,5HENTHP,1X,5HENTHI)
C OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='ssdata2',STATUS='old')

WRITE(2,152)

152 FORMAT(lX,3HNo.,lX,8HDPlHDOWN,lX,6HDP1HIN,lX,6HDPlHSP,iX,

1 6HDPH1PG,1X,5HDP1PF,1X,6HDPH2PG,1X,5HDPH2F,1X,5HDPH2A,

2 1X,6HDP2HEX, 1X,6HDP2HSP, 1 X.6HDPRISF, 1 X.6HDPRISG, 1X,

3 6HDPDRIV, 1X,7HDPRISIS)

111 IF(TIN XT. 0.) TIN = 50.

IF(TIN .GT. TSATP) TIN = TSATP-2.

TA VE = ( TIN + TLIQ )/2.

C ENTHI = HL( P.TIN )

ENTHI = H( P.TIN )

ENTPT = ENTHI

C ENTHP = HF(P)

ENTHP = H( P.TSATP )

HFG1=HFG(P)

VISDL = MULT(TAVE)/3600.0

VISDG = VISG(P,TSAT)

VISC = MULT(TAVE)/3600.0

SIGM = SGMA( P, TSATP )

CPF = (ENTHP - ENTHI)/( TSATP-TIN )

CPF1=CP(P,TAVE)

PRINT *, 'CPF=',CPF

CPF = CPF1

KF = COND( TA VE )/3600.

DENSI = DENS( P, TIN, DUMB )

DENSF = DENS( P, TA VE, DUMB )

DENSR = DENS( P, TLIQ, DUMB)

DENSS = DENS( P, TSATP,DUMB)

C PRINT *,'DENSI,F,R=',DENSI,DENSF,DENSR

VFG1=VFG(P)

VGAS = VFG1+VF(P)

RHOG=1.0/VGAS

DENSG = RHOG

C ********** RE NUMBER, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT HO ***********

C ********* FRICTION RESISTANT COEFFICIENT FRICMO *********

DH = DHIN

GO = DENSI*VCH

G02 = G0**2

C PRINT *,'G0 = ',G0

G02RF = G02/( 2.0*DENSI*GC )
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RPD = 0.0015*3.2808/1000 ,/DHIN

RE =G0*DH/VISC

IF( RE .LE. 2000.) GO TO 101

FRICMO = 0.0055*( 1.0 + ( 20000.*RPD + 1.0E+06/RE )**(l./3.))

GO TO 102

101 FRICMO = 64./RE

102 HO = KF/DH*0.023*( DENSF*VCH*DH/VISC )**(0.8)

1 *( CPF*VISC/KF )**(0.4)

RPDOWN = 0.0015*3.2808/1000./DHDOWN

REDOWN = DENSI*VCH*AXS/ADOWN*DHDOWN/(MULT(TIN)/3600.)

IF(REDOWN .LE. 2000.) GO TO 107

FRIDOWN = 0.005*(1. + (20000.*RPDOWN + l.E+06/REDOWN)**(l./3.»

GO TO 108

107 FRIDOWN = 64./REDOWN

108 CONTINUE

C PRINT VRE.REDOWN.FRICMO.FRIDOWNIHKRE.REDOWN.FRICMO.FRIDOWN

C ****** BOILING BOUNDARY: CH1HL AND NODE NUMBER: NLAM ******

AHEAT = NFUL*PI*DHFUL*ALHEAT

QFLUX = POWER/AHEAT

CH1HL = ((ENTHP - ENTHI)*AXS*DENSI*VCH)/(QFLUX*PH)

IF(POWER .LT. 0.01) CH1HL = ALHEAT

C PRINT *,'CH1HL,ENTHP)ENTHI,AXS,DENSI,VIN,QFLUX,PH=<,

C 1 CH1HL,ENTHP,ENTHI,AXS,DENSI,VCH,QFLUX,PH

IF(ALHEAT .LE. CH1HL) GO TO 105

ÏF(CH1HL.LE.1.E-O6 .OR. ABS(ENTHI-ENTHP).LE.l.E-06)

1 CH1HL = O.O

CH2HL = ALHEAT - CH1HL

TLIQ = TSATP

TWALL = TSATP + (QFLUX/CKI)**(1./CMP)

GO TO 106

C

C ***** CALCULATE WALL AND BULK TEMPERATURE *****

C

105 CH1HL = ALHEAT

CH2HL = 0.0

TLIQ1 = TIN + QFLUX*PH*CH1HL/(CPF*GO*AXS)

C PRINT *,'TLIQ,TIN,TSATP,QFLUX..=\TLIQ1,TIN,TSATP,

C 1 (QFLUX*PH*CH1HL)/(CPF*GO*AXS)

TLIQ = TLIQ 1

TWALL = (TIN + TLIQ)/2. + QFLUX/H0

IF(POWER .LT. 0.001) TLIQ =• TIN

DENSS = DENS(P,TLIQ,DUMB)
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C *** BOILING BOUNDARY AND SPACER NUMBER ***

C

106 CHLAMB = CH1HL

N1HSP = O

DO201J=l,NSP

IF( ZSP(J) .LE. CH1HL) N1HSP = N1HSP + 1

201 CONTINUE

N2HSP = NSP-N1HSP

C

C CALCULATE STEADY-STATE PRESSSURE DROP

C

C **** 1). SINGLE PHASE REGION ****

DPIHDOWN = FRIDOWN*(ALDOWN1+ALDOWN2)/DHDOWN*

1 DENSI*(VCH*AXS/ADOWN)**2/(2.*GC)

DPIHIN = XKIN*G02RF

DPIHSP = 0.

DPH1P = O.

DPHIPG = 0.

DPHIPF = 0.

IF(ABS(ENTHI - ENTHP) .LE. 0.001) GO TO 301

IF(N1HSP .EQ. 0) GO TO 203

DO202I=l,NlHSP

DPSP(I) = KLOSS(I)*G02RF

DPIHSP = DPIHSP + DPSP(I)

202 CONTINUE

C PRINT *>'DP1HIN,DP1HSP=',DP1HIN,DP1HSP

C

TLIQAV = (TIN + TLIQJ/2.

203 DPHIPG = DENSF*CH1HL*G1/GC

C PRINT *,'DPH1PG-',DPH1PG

DPHIPF = FRICMO*CH1HL*GO2RF/DH*(VISF(P,TWALL)/

1 VISF(P,TLIQAV))**0.6

C PRINT *,'DPH1PF=',DPH1PF,FRICMO,CH1HL,G02RF,DH,VISF(P,TWALL),

C 1 VISF(P,TLIQ),P,TWALL,TLIQ

DPH1T = DPIHDOWN + DPIHIN + DPIHSP + DPHIPG + DPHIPF

C

C *** CALCULATE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS ***

C IN THE TWO PHASE REGION:

C Xe, ALFA, COR2PH

C

XEQM = QFLUX*PH*CH2HL/(GO*AXS*HFG1)

IF(XEQM XT. 0.0) XEQM = 1 .E-06

IF(VCH.LT.0.01 .AND. XEQM.GT. 1.0) GO TO 204
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IF(XEQM .GT. l.E-04) GO TO 205

XEQM=l.E-06

COR2PH=1.

DPH2PG = 0.

DPH2F = 0.

DPH2A = 0.

DP2HSP = 0.

GO TO 303

204 VCH = VCH + DVIN/2.

DVIN = DVIN/2.

GO TO 111

205 ALFNOD = 17(1. + ((1. -XEQM)/XEQM)*VF(P)/VGAS)

COR2PH = (1. +XEQM*VFG1/VF(P))*

1 (1. + XEQM*(VISDL/VISDG - I.))**(-0.25)

C

C CALCULATE STEADY-STATE PRESSSURE DROP

C

C *****2). TWO PHASE REGION *****

301 DPH2G = 0.

DPH2F = 0.

DPH2A = 0.

DPH2T = 0.

DP2HSP = 0.

DPH2PG =CH2HL*GI/GC*LOG(1.0 + XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG - 1.0))/

1 (XEQM*(1.0/DENSG-1.0/DENSS))

TWALL = TSATP + QFLUX/H0

DPH2F=FRICM0*CH2HL*G02RF/DH*COR2PH*

. 1 (VISF(P,TWALL)/VISF(P,TSAT))**0.6

DPH2A = (DENSS*VCH)**2*(1./DENSG - l./DENSS)*XEQM/GC

C

1F(N2HSP .EQ. 0) GO TO 303

KNSP = N1HSP+1

DO302K=l,N2HSP

DPSP(KNSP) = (KLOSS(KNSP)*G02/(2.*GC*DENSS))*COR2PH

302 DP2HSP = DP2HSP + DPSP(KNSP)

KNSP = KNSP + 1

303 CONTINUE

C

C DP2HEX INCLUDES THREE PARTS: AERA INCREASE, ELECTRICITY POLE

C PLATE(SIMILAR TO ORIFICE), AND AERA DECREASE

C

DPEX1 = XKEXIT*G02/(2.*GC*DENSS)*COR2PH

AAMP = 0.5
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DPEX2 = (DENSS*VCH)**2/(2.*DENSS)*(1.-AAMP)**2*

1 (1. + XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG-1 .))/GC

ADECR = 0.65

DPEX3 = (DENSS*VCH*AXS/ARISER)**2/(2.*DENSS)*(1./ADECR-

1 l.)**2*(l: + XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG - l.))/GC

DP2HEX = DPEX1 + DPEX2 + DPEX3

DPH2T = DPH2PG + DPH2F + DPH2A + DP2HEX + DP2HSP

C PRINT *,'DP2HEX 1,2,3=',DPEX 1 ,DPEX2,DPEX3

C

C ***** RISER PRESSURE DROP AND, DRIVING FORCE: DPDRIV *****

C

DPRISF = G0**2*(AXS/ARISER)**2*FRICM0*ALRISER*VF(P)/

1 (2.*DHRIS)* (1. +XEQM*(VFG1/VF(P)- 1.0))*(l. + XEQM*

2 (VISDL/VISDG - 1 .))**(-0.25)/GC

DPRISG = G1/GC*ALRISER/VF(P)/(1. +XEQM*VFG1/VF(P))

IF(TLIQ.LT.TSATP) DPRISG = G1/GC*ALRISER*DENSR

DPRIST = DPRISF + DPRISG

DPDRIV = G1/GC*(ALHEXCH*DENSF + (ALDOWN2-ALDOWN1)*DENSI)

C PRINT *,'LHOTXCOOL=',ALHEAT+ALRISER, ALHEXCH+(ALDOWN2-ALDOWN1)

IF(DPDRIV XT. 0.01) DPDRIV = 0.01

C

c ***** CHECK IF THERE IS BALANCE *****

C

DPRISIS = DPH1T + DPH2T + DPRIST

PRINT *, 'M,DPDRIV>DPRISIS,VIN,XEQM,CHLAMB =',M,DPDRIV,DPRISIS,

1 VCH,XEQM,CHLAMB

WRITE( 1,153) M,P,TIN,POWER*3.6/3.4137, VCH.CHLAMB,

1 XEQM,ALFNOD,COR2PH)DPH1T,DPH2T,

2 DPRIST,DPRISIS,DPDRIV,ENTHP,ENTHI

153 FORMAT(1X,I3,15(1X,F12.4))

WRITE(2,154) M,DP1 HDOWN,DP1 HIN.DP 1HSP.DPH 1 PG,DPH 1 PF.DPH2PG,

1 DPH2F,DPH2A,DP2HEX,DP2HSP,DPRISF,DPRISG,

2 DPDRIV,DPRISIS

154 FORMAT(1X,I3,14(1X,F11.4))

IF(ABS(DPDRIV - DPRISIS) .LE. 0.001) GO TO 4000

VCH1 = VCH

IF(DPDRIV .GT. DPRISIS) VCH=VCHl*(l.+0.01*SQRT(ABS(DPDRIV -

1 DPRISIS))/DPDRIV)

IF(DPDRIV XT. DPRISIS) VCH=VCH1*(1.-0.01*SQRT(ABS(DPDRTV -

1 DPRISIS))/DPRISIS)

DVIN = ABS(VCH1 - VCH)*0.68

IF(DVIN XE. 0.0001) DVIN = 0.001
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IF(M -GE. 5000) GO TO 4000

160 GO TO 111

C

C *** WRITE CALCULATED STEADY-STATE PARAMETERS ***

c INTO FILE "outdata"

C

4000 CONTINUE

C CLOSE(UNIT=1,STATUS='KEEP)

C CLOSE(UNIT=2,STATUS='KEEP')

C PUT OUT STEADY-STATE CALCULATED PARAMETERS

VIN - VCH

G = DENSI*VCH*AXS*0.4536

PRINT *,'P/bar,W/kw,Tsub/c,G/kg/s =',P/14.5038,

1 POWER*3.6/3.4137,(TSATP-TIN)*5./9.,G

C IF(STATE .NE. 0) GO TO 4100

C COORDINATE FOR EVERY SECTION

ZLPRP(l,l) = 0.

ZLPRP(2,1) = CHLAMB/3.2808

ZLPRP(3,1) = ALHEAT/3.2808

ZLPRP(4,1) = ZLPRP(3,1) + ALRISER/3.2808

ZLPRP(5,1) = ZLPRP(4,1) + ALDOWN1/3.2808

ZLPRP(6,1) = ZLPRP(5,1) + ALHEXCH/3.2808

ZLPRP(7,1) = ZLPRP(6,1) + ALDOWN2/3.2808

C PRESSURE DROP ON EVERY SECTION

ZLPRP(l,2) = 0.

ZLPRP(2,2) = DPH1T

ZLPRP(3,2) = ZLPRP(2,2) + DPH2T

ZLPRP(4,2) = ZLPRP(3,2) + DPRIST

ZLPRP(5,2) = ZLPRP(4,2)

ZLPRP(6,2) = ZLPRP(5,2) - GI/GC*ALHEXCH*DENSF

ZLPRP(7,2) = ZLPRP(6,2) - G1/GC*(ALDOWN2-ALDOWN1)*DENSI

C TEMPERATURE ON EVERY SECTION JOINT POINT

ZLPRP(1,3) = 5./9.*(TIN - 32.)

ZLPRP(2,3) = 5./9.*(TLIQl - 32.)

ZLPRP(3,3) = 5./9.*(TSATP - 32.)

IF(CH1HL .EQ. ALHEAT-0.001) ZLPRP(3,3) = ZLPRP(2,3)

ZLPRP(4,3) = ZLPRP(3,3)

ZLPRP(5,3) = ZLPRP(3,3)

ZLPRP(6,3) = ZLPRP(1,3)

ZLPRP(7,3) = ZLPRP(1,3)

C ENTHALPY ON EVERY SECTION JOINT POINT

ZLPRP(1,4) = ENTHI

ZLPRP(2,4) = HL(P,TLIQ1)
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ZLPRP(3,4) = ENTHP + XEQM*HFG1
IF(CH1HL . EQ. ALHEAT-0.001) ZLPRP(3,4) = ZLPRP(2,4)
ZLPRP(4,4) = ZLPRP(3,4)
ZLPRP(5,4) = ZLPRP(3,4)
ZLPRP(6,4) = ZLPRP(1,4)
ZLPRP(7,4) = ZLPRP(1,4)

C OPEN(UNIT= 11, FILE= 'ssdata', STATUS='old')

WRITE( 11,155)

155 FORMAT(1 X,5HP/bar, 1 X,4H W/kW, 1 X,6HTsub/C, lX,6HG/kg/S, 1X,

1 7HVCH/m/s,lX>10HDPDRIV/psi,lX,l lHDPRISIS/psi.lX,

2 9HCHLAMB/ft, 1 X,4HXEQM, 1 X.6HALFN0D, 1 X.2HH0, IX,

3 6HFRICMO,1X,7HTWALL/C,1X,6HTLIQ/C)
WRITE(11,156) P/14.5038,POWER*3.6/3.4137,(TSATP-TIN)*

1 5V9.,G,VCH,DPDRIV,DPRISIS,CHLAMB,XEQM,ALFNOD,H0,
2 FRICMO,TWALL,TLIQ

156 FORMAT(1X,14(1X,F10.4))
WRITE(11,157)

157 FORMAT(lX,8HCOORD./m,lX,6HDP/Psi,lX,7HTEMP./C,
1 1X,15HENTHALP/Btu/Ibm)

C DO 158 1=1,7

C DO 159 J = 1,4

WRITE( 11,170) ((ZLPRP(I, J), J=l ,4),I= 1,7)
C 159 CONTINUE
C 158 CONTINUE

170 FORMAT(1X,4(1X,F10.4))
C CLOSE(UNIT= 11 ,STATUS='keep')

4100 CONTINUE

PRINT *,'THIS IS THE END OF SUBROUTINE: STEADY.F
C CHLAMB = CH1HL

VIN = VCH
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE STEADY(STATE)
*******************************************************************************

* THIS SUBROUTINE USES SLIP FLOW MODEL TO CALCULATE THE STEADY *

* STATE PARAMETERS. IT CAN CALCULATE THE EVERY *

* SECTION PRESSURE DROPS AND LOOP NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW *

* RATE ON STEADY-STATE OPERATION POINT *
********************************************************************************

REAL KF, MULT, KLOSS

INTEGER STATE

COMMON /CONINPUT/ P, TOI, POWER, TSATP, VIN, PH, AXS,

1 DHIN, XKIN, XKEXIT, CKI, CMP, NFUL, DHFUL, ALHEAT,

2 NODES, NSP, ZSP(30), KLOSS(30), ALRISER, ARISER,

3 DHRIS, RKIN, RKEXIT.ZLR, FLR, AVEQ, VCH, DH,

4 ALDOWN1 ,ALHEXCH,ALDOWN2)ADOWN,DHDOWN

COMMON /CONST/ Gl, GC, PI, PJ, CXF, NUMBSP(30)

COMMON /PROCON/ ENTHT, ENTHP, DENSI, SIGM, VISC, CPF,

1 KF, DENSF, VFG1, RHOG, HFG1, DPTS

COMMON /STDYCAL/ GO, G02, G02RF, HO, FRICMO, QFLUX,

1 CHLAMB, TLIQ, TWALL, COR2PH, XEQM,

2 ALFNOD, DZ(30), Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8(30), C9(30),

3 C18, C21, C22, C25, C26, T6, V7, DD1, DPSP(IO), DPH2PA,

4 DPH2P, DPH2PG, DPH2PF,DPH2FF,DPRISIS,ZLPRP(7,4)

COMMON/STCOMP/Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,PHI,THETA,BETA,DLAM1,DLAM2,DLAM3,

1 GAMA1,GAMA2,GAMA3,F1S,F2S,F3S,DAPI1,DAPI2,DAPI3

COMMON /TRANCAL/TRANFUN

C

C

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

QQ
C BRITISH UNIT CONSTANTS. THE UNITS OF OTHER PARAMETERS

C ARE ALSO BRITISH UNIT

C

PRINT *, "THIS IS THE BEGENING OF SUBROUTINE STEADY.F

VCH = VIN

DVIN = VCH/2.

C

c ******* PROPERTY CALCULATION ********

C

VCH1=VCH

M = 0

TLIQ = TSATP

IF(STATE .NE. 0) GO TO 111

WRITE(1,151)
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151 FORMAT(lX,3HNo.,2X)6HP(Psi),4X,6HTin(F);2X,9HPOWER(KW),lX,

1 9HVCH(Ft/S),lX,6HCHLAMB,4X,4HXEQM,lX,7HALFEXlT,

2 3X,6HCOR2PH,2X,5HDP1 HT,3X,5HDP2HT,3X,6HDPRIST,2X,

3 7HDPRJSIS, 1 X,6HDPDRIV,2X,5HENTHP, 1 X,5HENTHI)

WRITE(2,152)

152 FORMAT(1X,3HNO. ,1X,6HDP1HIN,1X > 6HDP1HSP > 1X,6HDPH1PG,1X,

1 5HDP1PF,1X,6HDPH2PG,1X,5HDPH2F,1X,5HDPH2A,1X,

2 ÓHDP2HEX, 1X.6HDP2HSP, 1 X,6HDPRISF, 1 X,6HDPRISG, IX,

3 6HDPDRIV,1X,7HDPRISIS)

111 IF(TIN .LT. 0.) TIN = 50.

IF(TIN .GT. TSATP) TIN = TSATP-2.

TA VE = ( TIN + TLIQ )/2.

C ENTHI = HL( P,TIN )

ENTHI = H( P,TIN )

ENTPT = ENTHI

C ENTHP = HF(P)

ENTHP = H( P.TSATP )

HFG1=HFG(P)

VISDL = MULT(TAVE)/3600.0

VISDG = VISG(P,TSAT)

VISC = MULT(TAVE)/3600.O

SIGM = SGMA( P, TAVE )

CPF = (ENTHP - ENTHI)/( TSATP-TIN )

CPF1 = CP( P, TAVE )

PRINT *, 'CPF=',CPF

CPF=CPF1

KF = COND( TAVE )/3600.

DENSI = DENS( P, TIN, DUMB )

DENSF = DENS( P, TAVE, DUMB )

DENSR = DENS(P,TLIQ,DUMB)

DENSS = DENS( P, TSATP, DUMB)

VFG1=VFG(P)

VGAS = VFG1+VF(P)

RHOG=1.0/VGAS

DENSG = RHOG

C ********** RE NUMBER, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT HO ***********

C ********* FRICTION RESISTANT COEFFICIENT FRICMO *********

DH = DHIN

GO = DENSPVCH

G02 = G0**2

C PRINT *,'G0 = ',G0

G02RF = G02/( 2.0*DENSI*GC )

RPD = 0.0015*3.2808/1000./DHIN
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RE =GO*DH/VISC

IF( RE .LE. 2000.) GO TO 101

FRICMO = 0.0055*( 1.0 + (2OOOO.*RPD + 1.0E+06/RE )**(l./3.))

GOTO 102

101 FRICMO = 64./RE

102 HO = KF/DH*0.023*( DENSF*VCH*DH/VISC )**(0.8)

1 *(CPF*VISC/KF)**(0.4)

C PRINT *)'RE,FRICM0,H0). ='1RE,FRICM0,H0)KF,DH,DENSF,VCH,VISC,

C 1 CPF.VISC

C ****** BOILING BOUNDARY: CH1HL AND NODE NUMBER: NLAM ******

AHEAT = NFUL*PI*DHFUL*ALHEAT

QFLUX = POWER/AHEAT

CH1HL = ((ENTHP - ENTHI)*AXS*DENSI*VCH)/(QFLUX*PH)

C PRINT *,'CH 1 HL,ENTHP,ENTHI,AXS,DENSI,VIN,QFLUX,PH=',

C 1 CH1HL,ENTHP>ENTHI,AXS,DENSI,VCH,QFLUX,PH

IF(ALHEAT .LT. CH1HL) GO TO 105

IF(CH1HL.LE;1.E-O6 .OR. ABS(ENTHI-ENTHP).LE.l.E-06)

1 CHI HL = ALHEAT-1 .E-06

CH2HL = ALHEAT - CH 1 HL

TLIQ = TSATP

TWALL = TSATP + (QFLUX/CKI)**(1 ./CMP)

GO TO 106

C

C ***** CALCULATE WALL AND BULK TEMPERATURE *****

C

105 CH1HL = ALHEAT - l.E-06

CH2HL = l.E-06

TLIQ = TIN + QFLUX*PH*CH1HL/(CPF*GO*AXS)

TWALL = (TIN + TLIQJ/2. + QFLUX/H0

DENSS = DENS(P,TLIQ,DUMB)

C

C *** BOILING BOUNDARY AND SPACER NUMBER ***

C

106 CHL AMB = CH 1 HL

NlHSP = 0

DO 201 J=1,NSP

IF( ZSP(J) .LE. CH 1 HL) N1HSP = NIHSP + 1

201 CONTINUE

N2HSP = NSP-N1HSP

C

C CALCULATE STEADY-STATE PRESSSURE DROP

C

C **** 1). SINGLE PHASE REGION ****
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DPIHIN = XKIN*G02KF

DP1HSP = 0.
DPH1P = O.

DPH1PG = O.

DPH1PF = O.

IF(ABS(ENTHI - ENTHP) .LE. 0.001) GO TO 301

IF(N1HSP .EQ. 0) GO TO 203

DO 202 1=1, NI HSP

DPSP(I) = KLOSS(I)*G02RF
DP1HSP = DP1HSP + DPSP(I)

202 CONTINUE

C PRJNT *,'DP1HIN,DP1HSP=\DP1HIN,DP1HSP

C

203 DPH1PG = DENS(P,TAVE,TT)*CH1HL*G1/GC
C PRINT *,'DPH1PG=',DPH1PG

DPH1PF = FRICM0*CHlHL*G02RF/DH*(VISF(P,TWALL)/VISF(P,TAVE))**0.6
C PRINT *,'DPH1PF=',DPH1PF,FRICMO,CH1HL,GO2RF,DH,VISF(P,TWALL),
C 1 VISF(P,TAVE),P,TWALL,TLIQ

DPH1T = DPIHIN + DP1HSP + DPH1PG + DPH1PF
C

C *** CALCULATE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS ***
C IN THE TWO PHASE REGION:

C Xe, ALFA, COR2PH

C
XEQM = QFLUX*PH*CH2HL/(GO*AXS*HFG1)
IF(VCH.LT.0.01 .AND. XEQM.GE. 1.) GO TO 204
IF(XEQM -GT. I.E-05) GO TO 205

XEQM=l.E-06

ALFNOD = 0.

ALPFLUX = 0.

COR2PH=1.

DPH2PG = 0.
DPH2F = 0.

DPH2A = 0.

DP2HSP = 0.

GO TO 303

204 VCH = VCH + VCH/2.

IF(M .GE. 500) GO TO 4000

GOTO IH

205 ALFNOD = l./(l. + ((1. -XEQM)/XEQM)*VF(P)/VGAS)

C COR2PH = (1.+XEQM*VFGWF(P))*

CI (1. + XEQM*(VISDL/VISDG -1.))**(-0.25)
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C0= 1.2-0.2*SQRT(RHOG/DENSS)

VGJ = 2.9*((DENSS-RHOG)*SIGM*G1*32.2/DENSS**2)**0.25

ALPFLUX = l./(C0*(l.+RHOG/DENSS*(l.-XEQM)/XEQM)+

1 RHOG*VGJ/(G0*XEQM))

C0R2PH = (1. +XEQM*VFG1/VF(P))*

1 (1. + XEQM*(VISDL/VISDG - l.))**(-0.25)

COR2PH2 = 1./(1 .-ALPFLUX)* *2

PRINT * ,'COR2PH,COR2PH2=',COR2PH,COR2PH2

PRINT *,'ALFNOD,ALPFLUX = ',ALFNOD,ALPFLUX

ALFNOD = ALPFLUX

COR2PH = COR2PH2

C

C CALCULATE STEADY-STATE PRESSSURE DROP

C

C *****2). TWO PHASE REGION *****

301 DPH2G = 0.

DPH2F = 0.

DPH2A = 0.

DPH2T = 0.

DP2HSP = 0.

DPH2PG =CH2HL*G1/GC*LOG(1.0 + XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG - 1.0))/

1 (XEQM*( 1.0/DENSG - 1.0/DENSS))

DPH2PG2 = G1 /GC*CH2HL*(RHOG* ALPFLUX+DENSS*(1 .-ALPFLUX))

PRINT *,X>PHG1,2=',DPH2PG,DPH2PG2

DPH2PG = DPH2PG2

TWALL = TSATP + QFLUX/HO

DPH2F=FRICM0*G02RF/DH*COR2PH*(VISF(P,TWALL)/VISF(P,TSAT))**0.6

DPH2A = (DENSS*VCH)**2*(1./DENSG - 1 ./DENSS)*XEQM/GC

DPH2A2 = (DENSS*VCH)**2*((1.-XEQM)**2/DENSS/(1.-ALPFLUX)+

1 XEQM**2/RHOG/ALPFLUX-1./DENSS)/GC

PRINT *,'DPH2A,DPH2A2=1,DPH2A,DPH2A2

DPH2A = DPH2A2

C

IF(N2HSP .EQ. 0) GO TO 303

KNSP = N1HSP+1

DO302K=l,N2HSP

DPSP{KNSP) = (KLOSS(KNSP)*G02/(2.*GC*DENSS))*COR2PH

302 DP2HSP = DP2HSP + DPSP(KNSP)

KNSP = KNSP+1

303 CONTINUE

DPEX1 = XKEXIT*G02/(2.*GC*DENSS)*COR2PH

AAMP = 0.5

DPEX2 = (DENSS*VCH)**2/(2.*DENSS)*(1 .-AAMP)**2*
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1 (1. + XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG-1 .))/GC

ADECR = 0.65

DPEX3 = (DENSS*VCH*AXS/ARISER)**2/(2.*DENSS)*(1./ADECR -

1 1 .)* *2*(1 .+XEQM*(DENSS/DENSG-1 .))/GC

DP2HEX = DPEX1 + DPEX2 + DPEX3

PRINT * ,'DPEX 1,2,3=',DPEX 1 ,DPEX2,DPEX3

DPH2T = DPH2PG + DPH2F + DPH2A + DP2HEX + DP2HSP

C

c ***** RISER PRESSURE DROP AND, DRIVING FORCE: DPDRIV ***

C

DPRISF = G0**2*(AXS/ARISER)**2*FRICM0*ALRISER/DENSS/

1 (2.*DHRIS)* (1. +XEQM*VFG1/VF(P))*(1. + XEQM*

2 (VISDL/VISDG-l.))**(-0.25)/GC

DPRISF2 = G0**2*(AXS/ARISER)**2*FRICMO*ALRISER/DENSS/

1 (2.*DHRIS)*COR2PH/GC

PRINT *>
1DPRIF1,2=I,DPRISF,DPRISF2

DPRISF = DPRISF2

DPRISG = G1/GC*ALRISER/VF(P)/(1. +XEQM*VFG1/VF(P))

DPRISG2=G1/GC*ALRISER*(RHOG*ALPFLUX+DENSS*(1.-ALPFLUX))

PRINT *,'DP1>DP2=',DPRISG,DPRISG2

DPRISEX = 0.5*G0**2*(AXS/ARISER)**2/(2.*GC*DENSS)*COR2PH

IF(TLIQ XT. TSATP) DPRISG = G1/GC*ALRISER*DENSR

DPRIST = DPRISF + DPRISG2 + DPRISEX

DPDRIV = G1/GC*(ALHEXCH*DENSF + (ALDOWN2-ALDOWN1)*DENSI)

IF(DPDRIV XT. 0.01) DPDRIV = 0.01

C

c***** CHECK IF THERE IS BALANCE *****

C

DPRISIS = DPH1T + DPH2T + DPRIST

C PRINT *, •M,DPDRIV,DPRISIS,VIN,XEQM)CHLAMB ^MDPDRIV.DPRISIS,

C 1 VCH,XEQM,CHLAMB

WRITE( 1,153)M,P,TIN,POWER*3.6/3.4137, V JH,CHLAMB,

1 XEQM)ALPFLUX,COR2PH,DPH1T,DPH2T,

2 DPRIST>DPRISIS,DPDRIV,ENTHP,ENTHI

153 FORMAT(1X,I3,15(1X,F12.4))

WRITE(2,154)M,DP 1 HIN.DP 1 HSP,DPHI PG,DPH1 PF.DPH2PG,

1 DPH2F,DPH2A,DP2HEX,DP2HSP,DPRISF,DPRISG,

2 DPDRIV.DPRISIS

154 FORMAT(1X,I3)13(1X,F11.4))

IF(ABS(DPDRIV - DPRISIS) XE. 0.0005) GO TO 4000

VCH1=VCH

IF(DPDRIV .GT. DPRISIS) VCH=VCH1*(1.+O.333*ABS((DPDRTV-

1 DPRISIS)/DPDRIV))
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IF(DPDRIV .LT. DPRISIS) VCH=VCH1*(1.-0.333* ABS((DPRISIS-

1 DPDRIV)/DPRISIS))

C DVIN = ABS(VCH1 - VCH)*0.68

C IF(DV1N .LE. 0.0005) DVIN = 0.001

M = M+1

IF(M.GE. 1000) GO TO 4000

PRINT *,'CIRCLE NUMBER M = ?',M

IF(STATE .NE. 0) GO TO 160

160 GOTO 111

C

C *** WRITE CALCULATED STEADY-STATE PARAMETERS ***

c INTO FILE "outdata"

C

4000 CONTINUE

C PUT OUT STEADY-STATE CALCULATED PARAMETERS

VIN = VCH

G = DENSI*VCH*AXS*0.4536

PRINT *,'P/bar,W/kw>Tsub/c>G/kg/s =',P/14.5038,

1 POWER*3.6/3.4137,(TSATP-TIN)*5 ./9..G

IF(STATE .NE. 0) GO TO 4100

C OPEN(UNIT= 11, FILE= 'ssdata', STATUS-old')

WRITE( 11,155)

155 FORMAT( 1 X,5HP/bar, lX,4HW/kW, lX,6HTsub/C, 1 X,6HG/kg/S, IX,

1 7HVCH/m/s>lX,10HDPDRIV/psi,lX)llHDPRISIS/psUX,

2 9HCHLAMB/ft, 1 X.4HXEQM, 1 X.7HALFEXIT, 1X.2HH0,1X,

3 6HFRICMO,1X,7HTWALL/C,1X,6HTLIQ/C)

WRITE(11,156) P/14.5038,POWER*3.6/3.4137,(TSATP-TIN)*

1 5./9,G,VCH/3.2808,DPDRIV,DPRISIS,CHLAMB>XEQM,

2 ALPFLUX,H0,FRICM0,TWALL,TLIQ

156 FORMAT(1X,14(1X,F10.4))

C CLOSE(UNIT=ll,STATUS='keep')

4100 CONTINUE

PRINT VTHIS IS THE END OF SUBROUTINE: STEADY.F

C CHLAMB = CH1HL

VIN = VCH

RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE LAMPERT(S, M)
**********************************************************************

* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATE EVERY SECTION PRESSURE DROP *
* PERTURBATION AND CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF THE LOOP *
**********************************************************************

REALKF.KLOSS

COMPLEX S,PHI, THETA, BETA, Zl, Z2, Z4,FUEXP

COMPLEX GA1 DC, JH1,JH2,JH3,DAPI3R,RH 1 ,RH3,HH 1 ,HH3,HINS

COMPLEX DLAM1, DLAM2, DLAM3, GAMA1, GAMA2, GAMA3

COMPLEX FIS, F2S, F3S, DAPI1, DAPI2, DAPI3,DAPIIR, TRANFUN

COMMON /CONINPUT/ P, TIN, POWER, TSATP, VIN, PH, AXS,

1 DHIN, XKIN, XKEXIT, CKI, CMP, NFUL, DHFUL, ALHEAT,

2 NODES, NSP, ZSP(30), KLOSS(30), ALRISER, ARISER,

3 DHRIS, RKIN, RKEXIT.ZLR, FLR, AVEQ, VCH, DH,

4 ALDOWN1 ,ALHEXCH,ALD0WN2,AD0WN,DHD0WN

COMMON /CONST/ Gl, GC, PI, PJ, CXF, NUMBSP(30)

COMMON /PROCOW ENTHT, ENTHP, DENSI, SIGM, VISC, CPF,

I KF, DENSF, VFG1, RHOG, HFG1, DPTS
COMMON /STDYCAL/ GO, G02, G02RF, HO, FRICMO, QFLUX,

1 CHLAMB, TLIQ, TWALL, COR2PH, XEQM,
2 ALFNOD, DZ(30), C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8(30), C9(30),
3 C18, C21, C22, C25, C26, T6, V7, DD1, DPSP0O), DPH2PA,

4 DPH2P, DPH2PG, DPH2PF,DPH2FF,DPRISIS,ZLPRP(7,4)
COMMON/STCOMP/Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,PHI,THETA,BETA,DLAMI,DLAM2,DLAM3,

1 GAMA1 .GAMA2,GAMA3 ,F1S,F2S,F3S,DAPI1 ,DAPI2,DAPI3

COMMON /TRANCAL/TRANFUN

C

PRINT *,'THIS IS THE BEGINING OF SUBROUTINE: LAMPERT.F

C PRINT *,'POWER=', POWER*0.0036/3.4137

AA = 0.8

XKOUT = XKEXIT

DOMIGA0 = QFLUX*PH*VFG(P)/(AXS*HFG(P))

PRINT ».'DOMIGAO .̂DOMIGAO.PH.AXS^FGCPXHFGCP)

GOAVERG = DOMIGA0*(ALHEAT - CHLAMB) + VIN

PRINT *,1GOAVERG..=1,GOAVERG,ALHEAT,CHLAMB,VIN

TOUEX = l./DOMIGA0*LOG(G0AVERG/VIN)

PRINT *,'TOUEX..=',TOUEX

DENSH = 7800.*2.20459/35.3165

CPH = 0.077354

CXF = 3.1415926/4.*(0.01**2 - 0.009**2)*9./0.0929

C

C CALCULATE BOILING BOUNDARY PERTURBATION IN HEATED SECTION

C
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C PRINT *, 'QFLUX=',QFLUX,TWALL,TSATP

Zl = -PH/(DENSH*CXF*CPH*S)

PRINT Vph,densh,cxf,cph,s=1
)PH)DENSH,CXF,CPH,S

Z2 = I ./(DENSH*CPH*S)

Z3 = (TWALL - TSATP)/QFLUX

Z4 =Z2*PH*VFG(P)/((Z3 - Z1)*AXS*HFG(P))

PRINT *,'VFG(P),AXS,HFG(P)='>VFG(P),AXS>HFG(P)

PRINT *,'Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4 =',Z1,Z2,Z3>Z4

PHI = S/VIN + PH/(GO*AXS*CPF)*HO/(1. -HO*Z1)

THETA = PH*QFLUX/(GO*AXS)*(AA/(1. - HO*Z1) - 1.)

BETA = PH*QFLUX/(G0*AXS)*Z2*H0/(l. - HO*ZI)

FUEXP = CEXP(-PHI*CHLAMB)

CONBB = -GO*AXS/(QFLUX*PH)

PRINT *, 'PHI, THETA,BETA=',PHI,THETA,BETA

PRINT *,'S,VIN,C1,HO)Z1=',S,VIN,C1,HO)Z1

PRINT * ,'PH,QFLUX,GO,AXS,AA=',PH,QFLUX,GO)AXS>AA

PRINT *,'Z2,FUEXP,CONBB=',Z2,FUEXP,CONBB

C

DLAM1 = CONBB/VIN*( THETA/PHI)*(I.O - FUEXP)

PRINT *,'DLAM1 ..^DLAMl.CONBB.VIN.THETA.PHI.FUEXP

DLAM2 = CONBB/QFLUX*(BETA/PHI)*(1.0 - FUEXP)

DLAM3 = CONBB * FUEXP

PRINT *,'DLAM 1,2,3 =',DLAM1,DLAM2,DLAM3

C

C CALCULATE SINGLE-PHASE PRESSURE DROP PERTURBATION

C IN HEATED SECTION

C

GAMA1 = GO*(S*CHLAMB/VIN + FRICMO*CHLAMB/DH

1 +XKIN+(DLAM 1 *(FRICM0* VIN/(2.*DH)+G 1 /VIN)))

GAMA2 = GO*(FRICMO*V1N/(2.*DH) + G1/VIN)*DLAM2

GAMA3 = G0*(FRICM0*VIN/(2.*DH) + Gl /VIN)*DLAM3

PRINT *,'GAMA1,2,3 =',GAMA1, GAMA2, GAMA3

C

C CALCULATE TWO-PHASE PRESSURE DROP PERTURBATION

C IN HEATED SECTION

C

F1S = S**2*TOUEX/(S - DOMIGAO) + FRICMO*(ALHEAT - CHLAMB)*

1 (2.*S - DOMIGA0)/(2.*DH*(S - DOMIGAO)) + DOMIGA0**2/

2 (S - DOMIGA0)**2*(CEXP((DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX) - 1 .)+

3 FRICM0*VIN/(2.*DH)*DOMIGA0/(S - DOMiGA0)/(S -

4 2.*DOMIGA0)*(CEXP((2.*DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX) - 1.)

F1S = F1S + G1/(VIN*(S - DOMIGA0))*(l. - EXP(-DOMIGA0*TOUEX)+

1 DOMIGA0/S*(CEXP(-S*TOUEX)-l.)) + XKOUT*(l. +DOMIGAO/
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2 (2.*(S - DOMIGAO))*(1. - CEXP((DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX)))

C

F2S = DOMIGA0*S**2*TOUEX/(S - DOMIGAO) + FRICMO*(ALHEAT - CHLAMB)

1 *DOMIGA0*(2.*S - DOMIGA0)/(2.*DH*(S - DOMIGAO)) +

2 DOMIGA0**2*S/(S - DOMIGA0)**2*(CEXP((DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX)

3 - 1.) + FRICM0*VIN/(2.*DH)*DOMIGA0*S/(S - DOMIGAO)/

4 (S - 2.*DOMIGA0)*(CEXP((2.*DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX) - 1.)

F2S = F2S + Gl/VIN*DOMIGA0/(S - DOMIGA0)*(CEXP(-S*TOUEX) -

1 EXP(-DOMIGA0*TOUEX)) + DOMIGAO + FRICMO*VIN

2 /(2.*DH) + Gl/VIN - XKOUT*DOMIGA0*(0.5*CEXP((DOMIGA0

3 -S)*TOUEX) - 1. - DOMIGA0/(2.*(S - DOMIGA0))*(l. - CEXP(

4 (DOMIGAO - S)*TOUEX)))

C

F3S = (S + 2.*DOMIGA0)/DOMIGA0*(ALHEAT - CHLAMB) -

1 S**2/(S - DOMIGA0)/DOMIGA0*VIN*TOUEX - DOMIGA0*VIN/

2 (S - DOMIGA0)**2*(CEXP((DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX) -1.) +

3 0.5*FRICM0/DH*((ALHEAT - CHLAMB)**2 - VIN*(ALHEAT -

4 CHLAMB)/(S - DOMIGAO) - VIN* *2*(CEXP((2.*DOMIGA0 - S)*

5 TOUEX) - 1 .)/(S - DOMIGA0)/(S - 2.*DOMIGA0))

F3S = (F3S - G1/(S - DOMIGA0)*((l. - EXP(-DOMIGA0*TOUEX))/

1 DOMIGAO - (1. - CEXP(-S*TOUEX))/S) + ((ALHEAT - CHLAMB)

2 - 0.5*VIN/(S - DOMIGA0)*(l. - CEXP((DOMIGA0 - S)*TOUEX)))

3 *XKOUT)*Z4

C

DAPI1 = GO*(F1S - F2S*DLAM1)

DAPI2 = -G0*(F2S*DLAM2 - F3S)

DAPI3 = -GO*F2S*DLAM3

PRINT *,'GO,DAPI1,2 3=',G0,DAPH, DAPI2.DAPI3

C

C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP PERTURBATION IN THE RISER

C

JH1 = 1.- DOMIGA0*DLAMl

JH2 = ALRISER*Z4 - DOMIGA0*DLAM2

JH3 = -DOMIGA0*DLAM3

XKINR = 0.5

XKEXITR = 0.5

VINRO = AXS/ARISER*(VIN+QFLUX*PH*VFG1*(ALHEAT-CHLAMB)/

1 AXS/HFG1)

DAPI1R = GO*(S*ALRISER/VINRO + FRICMO*ALRISER/DHRIS +

1 XKINR+ XKEXITR)*(AXS/ARISER)**2

DAPI3R = -G0*((FRICM0*VINR0**2/(2.*DHRIS)+GI)*G0/(VINRO*S)*

1 (1 ,-CEXP(-S*ALRISER/VINR0))+0.5*G0*(XKINR+XKEXITR*

2 CEXP(-S*ALRISER/V1NRO)))*VFG1/HFG1*(AXS/ARISER)**2
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RH1 == G0/VIN**2*DOMIGA0/(S-DOMIGA0)*(CEXP(-S*(S-DOMIGA0)*
1 TOUEX)*(S*DLAM1-1.) + (l.-DOMIGA0*DLAMl))*

2 EXP(-2.*DOMIGA0*TOUEX)
RH3 = G0/Vm**2*DOMIGA0/(S-DOMIGA0)*DLAM3*(S*CEXP((DOMlGA0

1 -S)*TOUEX-DOMIGA0)*EXP(-2.*DOMIGA0*TOUEX))
PRINT VRHl>..=',RHl,G0/Vm**2,DOMIGA0/(S-DOMIGA0)

PRINT *,'CEXP( )..',CEXP(-S*(S-DOMIGAO)*TOUEX),(S*DLAM1-1.)>

1 (l.+DOMIGA0*DLAMl),EXP(-2.*DOMIGA0*TOUEX)

VFSAT= l./DENS(P,TSATP,DUMB)

ROHEX = 1 /(VFSAT + XEQM*VFG1)

HH1 = -1./(ROHEX**2*VFG1/HFG1)*RH1
HH3 = -1./(ROHEX**2*VFG1/HFG1)*RH3

HINS = CEXP(-ADOWN*DENSI*S*(ALDOWN1+ALHEXCH+ALDOWN2)/
1 (AXS*DENSI*VIN))*ENTHP/(AXS*G0)**2*AXS*DENSI

PRINT *,'HH1 :',DENS(P>TSATP,DUMB)>XEQM,VFG1(HFG1,RH1
C

C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP PERTURBATION ALONG DOWNCOMER
C

TAVE = (TIN + TSATP)/2.

GA1DC = (ALDOWN1*DENS(P,TSATP,DUMB) + ALHEXCH*
1 DENS(P,TAVE,DUMB)+ ALDOWN2*DENS(P,TIN,DUMB)

2 )*AXS/ADOWN*S
C

C CALCULATE THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF THE LOOP

C

C TRANFUN = 1.0 + DAPI1 /GAMA1
TRANFUN = 1.0 + (DAPII+DAPI1R*JH1+DAPI3R*HH1)/(GAMA1+GA1DC)

C TRANFUN = 1.0 + (DAPI1+DAPI3*HINS+DAPI1R*JH1+DAPI3R*HH1+
C 1 DAPI1R*JH3*HINS+DAPI3R*HH3*HINS)/(GAMA1+GA1DC+

C 2 GAMA3*HINS)

C PRINT *,1DAPI1..',DAPI1,DAPI1R,JH1,DAPI3R,HH1)GAMA1,GA1DC
C WRITE(7,151)POWER,P>TIN,QFLUX,DOMIGA0,PH,AXS,VFG(P),

C 1 HFG(P),G0AVERG,ALHEAT,CHI.AMB,VIN,TOUEX,

C 2 Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,S

C WRITE(9,152) PHLTHETA,BETA,DLAM 1 ,DLAM2,DLAM3,GAMA 1,

C 1 GAMA2,GAMA3,
C 2 F1S,F2S,F3S,DAPI1,DAPI2>DAPI3,TRANFUN

C151 FORMAT(lX,24(E14.6,lx))

C 152 FORMAT(lX,32(E14.6,lx))

PRINT *, 'TRANFUN=', TRANFUN

PRINT *, 'THIS IS THE END OF SUBROUTINE LAMPERT1

RETURN

END
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c ###
C VARIOUS FUNCTIONS
c ###

REAL FUNCTION HL(P,T)
C HL: LIQUID ENTHALPY

HL = 0.001618*P-47.62 + (0.965566 - 4.982E-6*P)*T+
1 (8.2445*P-8843.4)/(802. - T) + (6.6612*P - 2O392.)/(T - 750.)
RETURN
END

Q *************************************************************
FUNCTION DENS(P, T, HPT)

Q *************************************************************
C DENS: LIQUID DENSITY

HPT=HL(P,T)
IF( HPT .GE. 280 ) GO TO 10
DENS = 2.14E-4*P + 62.4 + (1.438E-9*P - 8.73E-5)*HPT**2

1 + (2.32E-10-6.2E-15*P)*HPT**4
RETURN

10 DENS = 5.761E-4*P + 92.924 + (1.6386*P + 39440.2)/(HPT - (0.035704*P
1 +1377.35))
RETURN
END

Q *************************************************************
FUNCTION VF(P)
VF = 1.7087E-02 + 0.6925E-05*P - 0.4254E-08*P**2 + 0.2180E-11*

1 P**3 - 0.03S7E-14*P**4
RETURN
END

Q ************************************************************
FUNCTION VFG(P)
VFG = 2.6454 - 5.9326E-03*P + 6.5891E-O6*P**2 - 3.9249E-09*P**3

1 + 1.1897E-12*P**4 - 0.1441E-15*P**5
RETURN
END

FUNCTION HF(P)
HF = 323.9128 + 0.2964306*P - 0.944149E-04*P**2

1 +0.165674E-07*P**3
RETURN
END

Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FUNCTION HFG(P)
HFG = 883.6608 - 0.2911105*P + 0.743325E-04*P**2

1 -0.165592E-07*P**3
RETURN
END

Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C VISCOSITY OF SATURATED LIQUID WATER IN RANGE 32 TO 572 DEG. F
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C (LBM/HR-FT). REF. - ASME STEAM TABLES. PAGE 74
REAL FUNCTION MULT(T)
MULT = 0.0584* 10.0**(446.04/(207.6 + T))
RETURN
END

Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SATURATED WATER IN RANGE 32 TO 622
DEG.F
C (BTU/HR-FT-DEG.F)

FUNCTION CONDl(T)
DATA A0, Al , A2, A3, A4 /-0.53299, 1.6406, -1.0404,

1 0.30378, -0.042433/
TT = (T + 459.67)/491.67
CONDI = A0 + Al *TT + A2*TT**2 + A3*TT**3 + A4*TT**4
RETURN
END

Q *******************************************************
C CALCULATION OF PI(P, G) IN THE MARTINELLI-NELSON CORRELATION
C FOR THE TWO PHASE MULTIPLIER

FUNCTION MARNEL(P, G)
GHR = G*3600.
G6 = GHR/l.E+06
IF(G6.GT.0.7)GOTO10
MARNEL = 1.36 + 0.0005*P + 0.1*G6 - 0.000714*P*G6
RETURN

10 MARNEL = 1.26 - 0.0004*P + 0.119/G6 + 0.00028*P/G6
RETURN
END

Q *************************************************
C SURFACE TENSION OF WATER(LBF/FT) AS FUNCTION OF PRESSURE
C AND SATURATED WATER TEMPERATURE

FUNCTION SGMA(P, TF)
DIMENSION A(5)
DATA A/1.1609368E-01,1.1214046E-03, -5.7528051E-06,

1 1.2862746E-08, -1.1497192E-11/
SGMA = -1.0
TR=(TF-32.0)*0.S55555
IF(TR XT. 0. .OR. TR .GT. 374.15) GO TO 20
TKMT = 374.15 - TR
TKMTS = TKMT**2
SGMA = (A(1)*TKMTS) / (1.0 + 0.83*TKMT)
DO10N=2,5
SGMA = SGMA + A(N)*TKMTS
TKMTS = TKMTS*TKMT

10 CONTINUE
SGMA = SGMA*0.68524E-04

20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FUNCTION DRFDP(P)
DVF = 0.6925E-5 - 0.8508E-08*P + 0.654E-ll*P**2 - 0.1428E-14*P**3
DRFDP = -DVF/VF(P)**2
RETURN
END

Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FUNCTION DVG1(P)
DVG1 =-5.9319E-3+ 1.3177E-5*P- 1.1768E-8*P**2

1 + 4.772E-12*P**3-7.205E-16*P**4
RETURN
END

Q **********************************************************
FUNCTION DHF1(P)
DHF1 = 0.2964306 - 1.888298E-4*P - 4.97022E-8*P**2
RETURN
END

Q ************************************************************
FUNCTION DHG1(P)
DHG1 =0.00532 - 4.01648E-5*P +2.46E-11*P**2
RETURN
END

Q **********************************************************
FUNCTION DRGDP(P)
DVGDP = -5.9319E-3 + 13.1774E-6*P- 11.7681E-9*P**2

1 + 4.7572E-12*P**3-0.7205E-15*P**4
DRGDP = -DVGDP/(VFG(P) + VF(P))**2
RETURN
END

£ ***********************************************************
FUNCTION DVFGDP(P)
DVFGDP = 5.9319E-3 + 13.1774E-6*P - ll.7681E-9*P**2

1 + 4.7572E-12*P**3-0.7205E-15*P**4
RETURN
END

Q *************************************************************
FUNCTION DTSDP(P)
DATA B2, B3, B4, B5/65.14, 24.859, -4.8891, 1.6889/
X = ALOG10(P)
DXDP= l./(P*ALOG10(P))
DTSDP = DXDP*(B2 + 2.*B3*X + 3.*B4*X**2 + 4. *B5*X**3)
RETURN
END

Q **************************************************************

FUNCTION DHFGDP(P)
DHFGDP = DHG1(P) - DHF1(P)
RETURN
END

Q **********************************************************************
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